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Appendix A contains mat.erial on the properties of 
.• 
commutators as elements of G. The results of Appendix -
A will be used freely, esp~cially the result that c belongs 
. to Gn if.· ':-7( c) ~ ri. Here:we ~are denoting the lower central. 
series of G by G = G1a G2 ;a ••.a Gn a•••, as we shaJ.l 
·throughout this paper; 
........ ':. . ., 
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·' Let the commutators be denoted by~c1 , c2, 
being (linearly) ordered by thei_r subscripts. 
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--~ .. ; -; 
..... , C. ' 1 ... ' 
We specify 
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------~- -
wrj_ te ci> cj t_() metp1 i> j~ With ~his ~ota~io?}_t1:~ ordering ____ _____. 
-
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.. 
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· where ct is the last commutator of weight ~li. We shall 
describe the collection proce·ss as a sequence ~f substi-
- -. _tutions each of v,hich replaces a finite product of commu-
. taters and their inverses by another sucrll product equal 
· to the first. . It is understood that at no time in theJ 
process are commutators to be cqmbined or manipulated 
except acc.ording to these replace·ments. In particular, 
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can· arise in the collection process.· (Thes·e are the 
basic com.mutators. See Appendix· B. The· resultsAf .. 
.,_-~·Appendix B <3 • are not prerequisites for the main body of 
-this paper.) .. 
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2. DEFINITION OF THE COLLECTION PROCESS -----· 
,r ... ·:.. .. , -: 
IN A SPECIAL CASE . - ... 
•. 
. l "" --: .. ~ 
" . . ... :-
·, ·. -.-., --•• ....... , . e• 
' . \ . . -. 
......... , ............. _ 
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~•- ---· 
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First we define the collection process in the speci_al _ 











the process or at the end of a step in\tha \ 
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••• ciyq_ V{here each ci is ~t, 
The c.~~l=~c-~~£! .P8:£1 of the productc -t?.;i Ci • ~- ·• ci ... 
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as small as possible such that c ~- > ei. for some k>?YI+l. 1 Tu!+l 1 k 
(The collected" part of a;. c. • •• c. is void unless c. ~ 
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where g is ct finite product of x.'s 01tly., 
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the following: having moved to the left ,in order all 
occurrences of o j-l' it proce,eds to move to the left in 
order all occurrences of cj until they are neXt to the 
.oj_1 •s. The moving of d=cj is.accomplished by replacements~ 
·of the form dc=cd(d1 c). For instarlce, with the natural 
ordering .,.of commutators, the process of collecti_ng g=yxxy "'.,.. 
.. T1· . 




gs= /yYY \ ,,: 
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:,cxy/(y ,x) (y ,x)z( (y ,x) 'x){ ( (y ,x) ,x) ,y) . -
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as .the entire collection process ~-for g=~x. In general., -~ 
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as in the instance· g=yxxy of the previous paragraph, the 
· ·. process fa±l.s ., to terminate. We novi, present some. sufficient 
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-conditions, for failure to terminate •. -.----·--~ --- -·· 
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Theorem 1. Let the commutators on x1 , x2, ... , xr be 
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given the natural ordering. Consider the process of 
·· collecting a finite product· g of· x:ii.' s only. -- -Suppose that 
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three comm.utators a, b, and c ,vi th a.::> b >c appear in ortI.er 
·from left·to rigb.t at some step in the process. Then 
the process does not tel?IIlinate. 
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Setting a=( ( ( y, x) , y )- , ( y ,x) ) , b= ( ( y, X) ,, Y) , _ and 
c=( (y ,x) ,x)-, we can apply Theorem 1 to the process of 
collect_ing g=yxxy as begun aboye, p~oving that this., 
-·process does not terminate-. 
,,, 
. ' 
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gi Y.en an.arbitrary orde!ing (subject only to the ordering· 
condition). · -Consid.er · the process elf collecting a_ fthi te 






product g of. :lt.i_' s only·.. Suppo~e; that three· comn1uta·tors 
a, b, and c with w(a)>w(b)>w{c) appear ~ o;~er from 
' ' 
, ........ , . 
" 
w left t·o right at some ~tep in the· process. · Then the process _ 
do·es not terminate. ·I 
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3. COllIPLETE DEFINITION 
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"'\~-·-... ,·· No~We extend-the definition of the collection 
' - 1 





-p ocess to ·arbitrary-. fini·te products or xi's and .. tp_eir 
• 
in rses. We state our result as a theorem, ~though 
.,. 
-... ---. the collection process defined and used in the proof is 
~ 
· ,, , more centraJ. to our discussion than is the theorem itself·,;--
' 
· -· -~ -------- Theorem 3. Let the _?ommutators on x1 , · x2 , · ••• , xr be,.. 
' 
·- · given an arbitrary ordering ( subject only to the ordering 
condition) o Th_en for each fini t~ product -g of xi's and ... ~ .. - · 
their inverses 7 the collec.tion process ( to be defined) 





~ ______ __:__ 
such that for each po_si ti ve integer .n, 
.-
. 
... -.. _____ ~:~ir-==Whe.r~---'lt- is_ the last commutator of weight ~ n•----~--- - -
... 
Note::e We shall speak of an occur ence of a commutator c · 
.• -·' 
1: : -1 
--~· .. f .. ,, · · _____ ; __ when we mean an occurrence of· either c or c: • Likewise 
·we shall say that c·arises when we mean tha~ c or c-1 . r·-, .. 
- .. 
.. : .... .,,. . 
,? ' a.fises. However, when we Sa¥ that c (or c-1 ) aP32ears in 
---- -,·- -~----=--~---~;_ __ --::--
., 
·, 
--- -- ---- - - --- ----- _--- . --- ,... - - - - .---.,- ---
an express~on for g, vve shall mean just-that. 
~.-~cc··--~•- - --~~- -·~'-"'"·=,~:L.......~c ,..,··. ·, --~ Proof'.. For g a ,f'ini te product of xi's only, t~e' resurt- ··· 
. . . 
----------- ,:.-- -
- · '.--~---::-· -~---- .- ·~~nas·~-·-·alr-eady-been· proved. .a··-N-a.me·ly-,·-_:_perfo:1;,n·~·he-·-e·o-ll-eet·i-~D;-"--. ---··--... -· -,.- -
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. . _, process on g as :previously defined_, and let -ei be the .- · 
-· 
. . 
. . --------... .. -~ 
/ -
- .--.. .. ----~- .,----- ..... . 




;; \ ,.J 
-<· 
_- exponent of ci which appears (ioee the number of occur-
rences of ci tha.,G appear) vvhen all com..mu_ta·tors ~ci have. 
been collected. This exponent ei cannot change in · · 
subsequent steps of the process since the ordering·condi-
tion implies t~at no further ci's can arise. It is then 
easy to check that the sequence e1 , e2 , ••• , ei, ••• 
satisfies the Qondi tion.s of the theorem. 
' 
.. We have· seen that when g is a finite product of x. 's 
. . 
.. . - - - , --
... ·_ .. -~ · .. 
.... 
,t\ 
'-·-·· ~ ... ~- =·--·~-~-··---------...---:...-------- -- --~------ ·--. . 1 . --·- -----·--~ .. ~ . 
' r 
4 ~~--:;:----, • 
in 
only, the collection process involves moving all occur-




of replacements of the form dc=cd(d,c). · T'o extend the 
~ definition to an arbitrary finite product g, we· shall. 
• tf. -- • 
s:pecify corresponding replacements for dc-1 , d-1c, and. 
- ·-··-··· 
d-lc-1 • This is made difficult by _our desire to intro-
~ duce only commutators and inverses of co~utators, and 
( -1) ( ·-1 ) not to intr9duce such forms as d,c' , d ,c, and 
- --·-- . ~--- - --- --- . 
. -
:.• -- - -
.,_ -- ·-·- I .. •• 
. .. j .. 
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We shall find it convenient to epecify, for each .. . ' ,, .~ ... , 
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p-ositive integer n, replacements defining a collection __ .. ____ .__·_ 
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mod Gn+l to define exponents e1 , e2, ••• , et for the 
·comnro.tators Cl~ c2 si o••, ct,· \Vhere Ct is theclast commu-
· tator of if/eighw;G ~ n. It ivill then remain-to prove that 
·the exponents e1 , e2, ···~ et gotten from the process 
. . - ; 
' ,. 




------~ --· -- .-·-
· m.od Gn+l are the same as those gotten from the processes ... ·· .::> 
-~' 
· mod Gi+l' i >n• ) 
By an·eleme·ntary id.entity on commutators (identity -
~· . . -· 
. - . \ ~ - . . . 
iv, Appendix A} we have i=(a,cc-1 )=(a,c-1 )(a,c}((a,c},c-1 ) 
. ' 
( -1) ( ( ) -1)-1( )-1 whence a,c = a,c ,c a,c • - Using this rule - . \ 
' 
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d2f d2' c-1) dil . 
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d2(d3Jc-1)-1d31ail 
( -1) -1 ··,-1 d2d4 d4,c d3 d1 
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las1f" commutator of weight -~n.. In particular 
-~ 1 . i 
n<w( dm+l)=w( <\n)+w( c) whence (~,c- }__belongs 
ct is the 
we have 
Write 
" ..., • ..,,. I • 
). 
. . _, 
\ 
' 
, . \ '· if m is ·odd. . ! 
Thus (d:,C-1 )-s d2d4~ •• d3la11 ' mod Gn+l so that replace-
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~-These replacements permit us to move. _t_o the left in order· 
all occurrences of a commutatQ;r.····c., ·Then for 1~i Et, 
,. , . r 
'\• 
'• I '•,l.· 
.~ let_ ei be the exponent of c1 which appears when in. the 
" 
. ' 
process mod G.n+l all. commutators ~ct_ have been collected •. 
. -
It·remainS to show that the exponents e1 , e2, ••• , et :_·_;. . 
. . 
- ···~·. ··· ·· . _ :.,.,., · · _;_; for 'Cy,- ·c2 .. • •• , --c.1;·got'.ten ·bi 'Collecting mod Gn+i are the f 
,·. 
. ~-----------,-s~SII!_e _____ a§. _____ th.o~s_e_ .. ~.go.~en_by c ollec-ting--mod-. Gn ~::.-2-,--vlhere-~-c-t ---i- _ 
. . f -l • 
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process mod·Gn+2 is the same as an expression for g 
-.- .. -_; . 
- ... ~ --I 
· obtained in a step of the -process mod Gn+l vvi tl1 possible 
extra 9ommutators inse~ted, all of which are ~ct •. (Hen~~ 
• I ,. 
\ in the f.inal expression for g, these extra commutators can 
\ •• • 1 \ 
only appear to the right of ct).· Suppose this is true. 
just before a step whicll consists of i"imoving an occurrence 
. ·of c past an occurrence of d b:_y· one of t·he replacements _ 
specified above. By the ordering condition, c<d1 and 
• 
...... ·1dl' 
d <d1< ~2< ••• <~· If C or-d 1S one of the extra commu- · .. •. ... . . -·· 
.. I 
tators, then dl' d2' . . . ' d.m ar~- ~1 >C . t and hence 
can aJ.l be regarded as ex·trae If on the other hand neither 
c. nor d is one of the extra comrnutators, then by our choic-e , 
· · -1 -1 -
of m:in the definition of d2d4oood3 dl, the commutators 
introduced in the process mod Gn+2 bllt omitted in the 
process mod Gn+l are > ct and hence can _be rega~ded as 
,,,,.,.... •. ·~1· 
- - . 
extra. 'END OF PROOF. 
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· · In th-is section ,ve introduce a method for cal.cu~--·, .. ~ 
- - j -
- .. , . . ' 
lating the exponents ei dof Theorem 3 v,i thout actually 
carrying out the collection process. The method 
; 
involves attaching a label to each occurrence of a conu.nu--4 
= : :::---.--em:, 
' 
-- - J' 
. tator arising in the process of coll~cting g. Let 'Ii ba, a . 
convenient set. The label attached to an occurrence of 
:J . 
~ I . 
a commutator· c is, as we shall see, an ordere.d Y-tuple 
• 
[~u2 •• • uy-] where Y=w(c) and each entry ui belongs to 'U. 
·we begin by labeling the ~cc-q.rrences of the xi's in 
the .. 
'ti--- . ..:: 
.. . 





g. .we write each xf , e=.:!:l, as x~[uJ, u in 'U. Here 
u•s are chosen from'Ui;n_,su\h a way that. for each i, 
. --·----·•..-----~· 
' ' \,. ' ,, . . r . 
distinct occurrences of xi are labeled·with distinct u•s. 
' The result o:f this labeling is called a labeled form of g. 
-~ For· ins-tance, let g= :x:yx-lx-1yy and let 'Ube the :positive 
integers. Then x[l]y[3]x-1[3Jx-1 [2]y(.2Jyf1) is a labeled 
' 
• ~_·,·•· . ./ >. c~ -· ;,r •• •- • 
form of g • 
...... _ . .__, __ ~-~- -------.-~,-~-- # ··- • . - - .,. • 
...... ' 
Now_ let c be. a commutator, T=w(c).,-. ahd 1·et x~. , x. , ~ 11 '12 
--1 ._.. . 
" ........ , ... , .. 
-. ••''i''·· .. - t 
.,-
.. ' . . - - -
, ••• , xiy .'be the xi •·s . a:p:pearing in c i:f.t order from · 1ef t to . . 
_ ......... 
-
- -- -- .... 
· -right. · Then if an occurrence of c arises in the :process 
' . 
. -- --- - -- - - - --- --- -
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labeled form of g, x+1 [u ·) "is ··the -occurrence of x. - -. 1 . J ,· 1 .' J . . . J 
• "' I 




' . i -~~-
which leads to the of • this appearance x. in occurrence ).,;,• 1. 
J , ··f 
. 
of c. lt~ore :precisely, if an occurrence of a commutator 
-..~- ,,.__ ·--.i 
, 
C 
then ".the occurrence of (a,b:k) ~vhich arises on moving· 
"·--1 ' 
-.1 : . 
. . I 
I 
I· - . 
"t>±1(v1 ••• v,1 to the left past · a±1 [ 1li • •• uiJ is labeled· ·· ·' · · 
. ' ···,· 
. . . ~ 
.. ~---\ .. 
,.. 
-·· 
(u1u 2 ••• uol+kp1 where uot+iP+j=vj for O~~<k, l~j~p. 
Once, an ·occurrence of a, ·commutator has been labeled, it . ·.· ·- · · 
. . -
-·. 








retains its label throughout the rest of the process. 
.For -i~stance, the process mod:: G7 of collecting 
g= yxy-l = y(l]x[9Jy=1 c2) is as follows: 
'· 
.j g = y(l)x(9Jy=1 r 2] 




= x(9Jy(l JY-1 (2J(Y ,x) (1, 9) ( (Y,x) ,y: 2)(1,9., 2, 2) 
··."! 
. ~ :I. ' -1 . 
. ((y,x),y:4)[1,9,2,2,2,2]((y4X),y:3) · (1,9,2,2,2) 
' . . 
--------- :_~ -· - ((y,x),y)-1(1,9,2]. · ·· 
• 
. 
•• . r 
----------- ------------------- ----- -L-
• 
. . . 
. . 
. - -- - - .. - - - - - - - - - -- -- --
·---------------- -- -- -· --- -~-
' .. 
---- -' ~ . -- . 
--.1- -· · a labeled £~=~::etator. Not every labeled __ .commutator Call: 
. ' 
------ . ------- - .. · .. 
·: 
~-~ .. ~"-. - -- ---
-r 
i '/ --- . 
-· arise i11. -the process of collecting· g •. Hov,e.ver, vve can· 
. ... I 
- ·-...:.·---- __ state t~~- follovving lernma immediately: 
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Then a labeled commutator c [~1 ••• u'Y'] can arise at most ollce 
in the nrocess of collecting go 
Proofo 
I .:,.SQ 
The proof is by_induction on Y=w(c). We ·specified 
that in the labeled form of g no two o.ccurren~es of xi are · 
. . ,·- \ -
. \ 
to bear the same label. Hence the lemma -is iroinediate for , . \ 
' •, \ 
- _-_ . - . ' \\ 
,, ·'(=l. _ Assuming ""Y>l,-let _c=(a,b:k), k~l, 1 D(=vv(a)'~\f=vv(b), 
. \ 
fO _ th·at Y=~+kf o Let k be as large as possible sue'· tha.t 
[u"'+1···ut(+~J. = [uo(+p+1~-~u:c(+2p) = ••• = [uoe:(k-l)f.r·~ua{+kp]. · 
~-i.~e [v1 ~ •• ,] = fuo(+l • • • uo(+f]. Thus c r~ ... uT) can ohl.y 
arise upon moving an· occ'U.rrence of b [v1 ••• Vp] '·t'o the left 
!)~St an Occin;rence of a f 111 •• ;;uo{]. · By induction on Y, 
each of these two labeled commutators can occur at most 
once. On the other hand, the replacements used-to move ,,;.. .- ------."' .· ' ... _ 
an occurrence of b past an occurrence of a introduce at 
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·' :;· ~ arise at most once in-the process of collecting g. 
-
. ___, I 
.. ,,·: .. ~ . .. , . 
END OF PROOF. 
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We sha11· regard Ei c-: and E2c 
Namely the Y=tuple (u1 oe•urJ 
' 18 
as conditions on 
-
is said to satisf~ 
~.- =-=1.::......::.::. W:: Z .._ 
' 
the co~dition ~~ (resp. E2c) 
(respo E2c[~···u1)) is true. 
i..Cf the stctternent E, c fv .. 1 o o au 1] 
Qwa, ~ 




ire see by Lemma 1 that ei is just the number of 'Y-tuples 
\ 
•• ,.. • • l 
\---- _ s~tisfying E1 c minus the nurilber of 
I Y-tuples satisfying E2c.. 
'. '· ... 
The conditions Ei c and E2c on 'Y-tuples are called "9xist9nce 
- conditions. 
fl) 
....... - . . ·;, 
-Of course in the special case wh~re g 'is a finite 
·-v . .. 
-
. . . . "' . . ~ 
prdduct of xi •,s only, no inverses .of commutators can 
arise in the 1 collection process. 
·i . \ .. 
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To illustrate~ the use of labels and existence 
-' 
conditions for calct1J.ati11g exponents 9 v.1e no,v consider -
_f q - - ' -__ ., 
the process of collecting _g= (xy) =xyxy.:o-.-xy with\the 
na~al ordering of commutators. 
.. 








pos~j._tive .integers __ and label· g as 
- . '· \ . 
.) g = x(l]y[l]x[2]y(2) •• ~xfqJy[q]. I t:,- .. -
' -
-
We shall' calculate the exponents ei of a few commutatoI'S·· 
:, . 
c = c=::. of particularly simple form. 1 ,, 
·-- .. - . . -
\ 
The--. technique is to 
.express Eic[u1 ... uy] as a statement about the entries 
/,l 




I. Let c = (y,x:K), K ~o. No occurrences bf c can 
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. - K+l-tuple · [u011i ••• ~] , ' 1, uj ~ q, satisfies E1 c iff in\ the I 
, 
I 










to the left of x [u2 J, ••• , arid x(11(_1) is to the left of ,i l - -~---i] ·., 
_ x[11_g:). In view of. the special' nature of the labeled fO!'lll 
-;- ----- _ .... - .,_,.,.,,_,,.._.,,~, .• .: ·-·--- -
.. 
· ··· · · 
of g, these conditions mean simply that U.o< u.1 < ••• <1lx:• · · --- r,. __ ------------- -
-- )- ------
: · ·· . _ .. , . . _ . ~:~----- But the number · of _!{+1-tuples ( u0~ •• ·llx:] with ' . ' ' "" I - ' . • -
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The expC!nent 
- -ei is the number of I{:+L+l-tuple.s [vo11iu2 .oe11JcVlV2o••VJ 
with entries u in the range 1 ( u ( q satisfying E1 c. 
-
. ' 
Now (y,x:K) [v0u1u 2 o. -~) is to the lElft of y[v.iJ at the\ 
./ 
.,.,_.,, - . 
~-
\ 
. :--~ .. 
I 
.. ·'\ .. 
end of the collection of the· x's iff y(v0J ,vas to the 
left of y["¥ to begin with, ioe. iff vo<-v1· 
.· __ i,_c (v011iu2 ••• ~v1 v2 ., ".vLl me~s simply th~~ 
Thus 
' J 
' .- j- . 
. ~i·· 




.--- ,. . .,. 
1, v0 <-u1 <. u 2 < ... < u.ic, q and .1, v0 <v1 < v 2 < ... < vL ,q •.. ·. -~ 
l'or fixed v0 the number of K+L+l-tuples (v0u1 u2·. -~v1v-~!9"·v:tl 
-. I ----.~~---·-• ·- .• - - • 
:.,.. I > 
., 
- ----~ 
. - ---·- ---
' '. .J 
III_.-,. Let c= (((y,x:K),y:L),(y,x)), K"~l, L~O. ' 12 
We seek to malre explicit the condition E1 c on I{+L+3-tuples 
[v0u1u 2 ••• ~v1v2 ••• vLVU] with entries u in· the -range) 1,u,q. _________ _ 
.. 
The labeled commutator c[vou1u2 •. • ~v1v 2 ••• vL?u] arises iff .. .. i 
( i) ((y ,x:K) ,y: L) [ v 0u1 u 2 ••• 'llxvl v2 •.. vL] _ arises, 
(ii) (y,x)[W.) arises 9 and_ 
----- - ---------- ------ -- - --- . . .... .. 
. . 
. 
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,• ' . 
. . ' 1,v<u~q. If ·(i) and (.ii) hold, then ·condition (iii) 
is that either v0 <V or that v0=V and 'U.<u1 • F6!r' fixed 
. . 
. 
. v0 the npmber of K+L+3-tuples [v0u1u 2 ••• ux?1v 2 ••• vL] 
satisfying aJ.l these conditions is 
·(q-Vo){q ... VQ)(q-VQ). (q-. vo)('q~VO) .. -..... K L 2 + K+l L • Hen . 7 · . . . --·· .. 
' 





_______ ,._,.~-._ .. 
'q-l(m) fem)· (m) ( m )t 
.. = Lm=O L l K.· · 2 +. K+l J • 
. i 
. .., 




.IV, ,'"Jt should be noted that some commutators can 
never' arise. For instance. a commutat·of ( ~' b) Vii tho~< b 
could never arise since this would reg_uire that b be 
moved past a, i.e. that b be collected before a. 







I ' . 
. I ,. 
' . 
Simil'arly, a commutator (~,~) could not ar~se since_ n? .. ·-.. ~-···· ·-·~ .. ~--·· 
· - , . oc~urrence of ~ is eve~d past ~'other. Finally, 
. -~-- ~--- . : --_" '-~---~--~,-- - no commutat,or of the ·f orr.'1. ( ( a, b), d) w.i th b > d could 
... -- . -·-- --· .. ··- ··-··---- - ·-·--. .. .1-... -·--
~ise, since this Viould requi.re that b be \c.ollected 
,-
before d • 
. 
.Thus for a:ny commutator c involvi_ng .a. ·co~-. 
• - • ,. • • • • 





.. ---· _.- .. _tator of the form (.s,,b)·v1ith-~"b or of. the f·orm ----- . -·-----· 
. -· 
... 




• • •-·r 
_, . -· - -· - ··- , .. 
((j!,b),d) with b)d, the condition Eic is false for I• • { ~-
• • . I 
,,. 
.. 
·.- all Y-=t-u:oles. Hence for such commu~ators · c=ci we have~-
e. = o • 
. '· 1 .. 
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. . 4' 
. ~ V.Let c= (a,b) where a= ((y,x),y) and b=-((y,x),x). 
We seek to make explici1t the condition E1 c on_ 6-tuples ?;P 
. 
. 
· [u1u 2U.3u 4u5u6], l~ui, g_. Now· (a,h~[u1u2u3u4u5u 6J arises 
· iff (i) a(u1u2u3] arises, (ii) b[u4u5u 6]arises, and 
{iii) a[u1u2u 3) is to the left Of b[u4u5uJ Co!laition\ 
/· 1 
.. ~\···. (i) is that l,~u1 <u2 ~g_ and l 'u1 <.u3~qo. Condition (ii) 
.. ~:_· . \ .. is that 1 ~u4 <u5 <u6 ~ q. Assuming (i} and (ii}, conditiqri 
l 
<. 






\. - .,,.. 
(iii) is that either u1 < u4 or u1 = u4 , u5 ~ u 2 • Thus the ~- · 
·con~~tion E1 c on [u1u2u3u4u?u6] ·is th.at . 
1-.·--1 .I. 
-
l~u1 <u3 ~-q and l~u1 <.u2 ,q 
\. \ 
. . 
l~u4 <u5 <.u6 , q 
. ', :.- t . • -- --- ,· J . 
. . .._,_ 
'"'· r 
' .. j 
. . 
... - ;,,,;,;.._ . . . ..... - . ·--···-··-·-·· -
and either ~ < u4 
·~ 
or u1 = u 4 andu5~ u 2 •. 
- . - ., 
. ~- . 
...· ~ 
~-
To 8va1ua.te ei · we pa,rti tion this c~z.idi_tion as· fOllowsa 
-
. - ... 
-------·---;-
' 
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Case 4. 
... - .. ,. . ·" . 
. -i ~ .....,,,.. 
' ., 
. -· ! ; . • - . 
.. Case 5 • ul = U4, u5 <. ,i6 < u2: .L~ ~l ( ~ ... ul )(i3u1} • 
' .... 
. . . T. . . Thu·s-. e-~ -=~ .· . TI ---~-q~u1 _· .. _- . q~ur1· --~---
=~-------------------. -- .. - ·. - . , .. i. .. - Z:'tii:::rC q-ur}crC-t1-u1 + 2 l(-3 }-+ 2 ( . ~z- .. J.- . . . 
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·Note •. Eugene F. Krause (1964) prove& the results II, III, 
v 
and V by means of a rather difficult algorithm. He 
..,,,..., 
remarks in his paper that according to the referee, these ~-
"1, 
results could also have been proyed by·a labeling method 
t 
similar to the one we have· ·used above • 
. I·· 
In the-process of ·collecting (xy)q with the--natural 
l -----. .... . I 
,ordering _of commutators, it is noteworthy that the 
""""' 
results I through V· above give the .. e~ponents ei for all 
connnutators of weight ~ 6. 
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·6. MORE ON THE METHOD OF LABELS 
,. 
\ We novr rett1rn to ·the process 'of collecting g, an 
arbi tra1~y fi11i .. te p:roduc:t of 1c1 us-~ and tl1eir inve1~ses. 
--
Let the coll~ction be carried out on a labeled form of 
•:, 
g with entri·es from. a ·set '£(.~ This- labeled form of g / 
will be regarded as fixed throughout this section. 
t_ -- •. 
Besides the existence conditions E1 c and E2a: on Y-tuples~ · 
' ' 
. - -
r=w( c), w,e shall find it convenie.nt · to consider the 





~ ) ,,19.., ... ,.,,.. . -·. "" 
;e~ec e_qe:qq~ .£..<?n~,iJ~oE P( c, d) on t+!-tuples, 
f =w( d) o ·· .. '}ramely P( c ~ d)[u1 u 2 ••• ~ ... v1 ~ •• • ~oJ 
- - l • • " 
. . 
.~ ,---
staten1en·t ·1;11.a.,G e_, .. G some step of the process, the labeled 
..... 
commutat;,r c [u1 • o .u'fJ _ occurs to the left of the labeled 
~ 
---~'""'!' 
......... ·-· .. , ______ . 





conimutators _does in fact arise somevvhere in t·he process. 
· Let c: be· ,a ____ C.Q)lf;li tionn on 1-tuples. · In other words.-, 
' ( 
f_or each Y=t'llple. [11:u•. • Uy'] , let Cf u1 ••• u.rJ be a statement 
.. - _,. __ .__,_ 
r . • 
· about [u1 oo. url which may be true or false. Let c-; be a· 
' 
. , ~ ':s,~ommutator, 'Y=w,( «:), and let xi~,xi2 , •-•., xiy be the xi's ............ ~· 
.. -
- - . 




_ -------·----~-~-· · · .· ·. called a £-:c.~1:1;<!i.~~o.11. ,~f C [~ ••• ut] can be expressed ·as·· a .......... ~------------
. ·. ~-
--
tru.th=»funct;io11aJ. combination of the s.tatements 
--, -· - . . -~ 
. 
. . 
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holding for. all )'-tuples [11i •• • uy] • . .-~ 
-~. 
,_ ,:~·· 
Vie sl1a .. ll use: the symbols &, v, ,...,,, __ ~ .... :to denot.e the· 
_,, 
-. 
truth-functional.co1TI1ectives of conjunction, disjunction, 
negation, and if-then respec_tively. F·or instance, the 




· ~ - ~ 
' ' . 
C'(u1u2u 3u4] = E2z(u1) & (P(x,y)(u2u 3J. :> E1x[u4J) & ((u1u2)/[u3u4)) 
.. .,, 
-i \ 
. -'Theorem 4. Let c and. d be commutators ,vi th w( c) = Y and 
.. . - -- - .. . 
. . 1 
.. •. ·- \ 
w( d) = (. Co~ider the ·collec·tion pro_cess of Lemma- 1. : Then .. · 
(l) 
(2) 
each of E1c and E2c is a c-condi~ion on r-tuples. 
P(c,d) is a (c,d)-condition on ~+a-tuples.· 
" 
---~ .. 











and on r+f ;tor Part (2). ·, 0 • 
Part (l) o If 'f = 1, we have c= xi so that Ere and E2c . 
.. are trivially c~conditions. ·· Assunii?lg Y>l, write , I . 




. ' ...... - '"\ 
- - ~~.:... __ -·~-------·-·--' . . 
c;= (C,a:k), k~l, f= w(C), a(= w(a), so that Y= f+kt(. 
:, 
·· ~ --·· -·we may assume that· a< c in the ordering of commutators, 
, f p~' otherwise c=( C, a: k) · could nev~r arise in the coll;ectio~· 
. -- . -- ----~~--' ----- . . ' 1, 
;, 
. I. . . 
.p,~ocess, v,1hence E1 c and E2c would be fal_se_ for all Y-.tuples, 
I . 
~-:_·~-. . .. 
-~ 
- ' • 
l - ... 
' • 1· 
Let f u1 •• • Uy] be a 'r-tuple, --:--·· ·_ --- ----:--_ · ~--~-------- --- -hence trivially c-c ondit.ions. - .,., ,•,... . _;'-- , 
and. take .k as large as possibl-e su.cp. that . 
-- ~ - . ---- - - .. . \. , . 
-~C-'> .. ~c_=--=-~--~t-1-~ .. · ·Ui,w(] = [ui+~l • • • ui+2ctl = • • • = I ~i+-( k~l)tl(+i· .;;uy]•-· - -- -----·---~--. ·'. 
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Clearly any statement about the value of- k can be -
-expressed as a truth-functional cornbination- of statements 0 . 
of the form ui::: uj, the form of this expression de:pend.ing ·· 
-1 on the forin of c., The desired-expressions for E1 c and_ 
· E
2
c are.· thU.S ·given by_.,_,_ __ .. 
~-
. E1 c [u1 •• >1~rl = p & ( ( r&e11) v ( s&e22 ) v ( t&e12)) 
" \\ E2c u1 ••• u\\\ = p& ((r&e21 ) v (~&e12) v (t&e22)) . . \ 
' .. \ 
'\ 
~ · .. _·: · · · · · ·· ':\ where p = P( a, a) ru1 ••• ufui'+l • •• ui'+G{] , ... : . --~-• . ' - ' " 









·•.· ' . 
. -;:..-.· . 
- ... ·~ 
• 
·-·-···-··· ·-·-.· ....... ,-. l. ~ 
• ~ .. . ~ .. . . ... .. S= the statement that k- is odd ~· ... f 
... 
t= the statement that k • 1S even ., ... ; . 
....,, 
-·-'- • ---··. -o· -~·---·•-•· --- ,,." - _____ ...._._ - '---. - ---- ---. -
,. 
P¥°!! ,(2).. For Y"= f= 1, we h~ve c = xi and d= xj so 'that 
-- < .. -~.----.--~-~ ·--- -· - P( c, d) · is trivially· a ( c, d)-condi tion.· Hence '.vve may 
.. ' ' . 
. . 




... _. --··; .. -.., .--
' . 
assume that '(>l or · f )l. -If 'Y= 1, see Case 1 belo,, .. 
- If. 6=1, see c.ase .. 2 below. Othervvise vvrite c= (c,a:k), 
k~l, f=w(C), cx'=w(a), and d= (d,b:l), l~l~ 'I=w(d), · 
-=-




.• 'J .......... 
_, . 
,,p = w(b):. \J/e may asswne that -a< c and b <.d_, _ for otl1erwise ·,: --- f 
~------- --- --~ -- - -
* · ·. · · c= (C,a:k) and d= (d,b:~.() could never .. arise in the 
• -; -..... . . .. . \:S 





- ----- ------------·------- --- collection process, \~1hence P( c, d) vvould be true for- a.11··----.;-- ---





. ~ '(·+o-tuples;! henc.e · tri vi~~y--- a" .( c, d)-condi ti·6n. · Let .· •·· ,_, 
. 






, ;..c.,. =~~ · (u • !-~U.Jl_ (resp. [vi •.• v,]) be a Y-tu:2le J!'.es}h_f_-tup_l~e-#-}_.-.---,_-_________ -  -_~ ____ -~ __ _ 
., 
t. 
-- . ~------"--·---··,,,. .......... -.~~~--
··· -";~-=.--~~ ~ ~ - ··-· ·:----C· ---- ········· ~e -k-·rresp ~-~ .. rr-as Ia:fge ·a~-·1;~~-~-i bi~' ~U.~h .. that . . 
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~ .... _.:.::--·---··-·-J . . . 
. . ·- - -
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fuy+1·· • .,ul'+c<J = (u~+o<+l • • .ui'+2«.J= • • • = [ui'+(k-l)tiC+1 • • .uy). ' 




(respo. (vJ+loooVf+p]= [Vl+f+l""•VJ+2p] = ooo = [vf+(.i-i)p+l"••Vs]·). 
Clearly any staterae11t; abov .. t the values of k or JZ or about 
their relative VE1lues ca.11 be expressed as. a truth-functione.l. 
combination·of statements of the forms 
the form .fff this expression a·epending 
" 
U. = U . and V. = V . , 
1 J 1 J 
. . . 
on the form of (c,d).· 
r 
·:/ 11 ;. _____ _i·'-,;-, · :Case l. ·,-= l or a< b:· In this cas?e c crannot arise after d 
•. --!• 
.. , ..... -~----
.. 
,. du ":::tr ·~ .. , 
• if C ~ d • . ' {- -~ . ·, .. •,_ 
- - •. -· ----- ,,._.....__,. ___ ..,_,.._·_-.~1, _______ .. __ • ·-·----- _____ ........_ __ ~_ · •• - -~ 
- -·- .. . ;,,.- - ---~-
' ~ . 
- .~ - -
P(c,d) [u1u2 ••• u'\'v1v2 ••• vi] 




if C = d. 
' •. " --- 1-....a, .. :..,..~ ...... 
Qf;Lse 2. , = 1 or b < a: 
.. 
In this case d cannot ·arise after 
c has arisen. Thus P(c,d) lli_U2 •• ~u v1v 2 •• .-v: _ ... ; --,;:;;,..., ._ .......... •-:- .. --~· . -.,.._ \ .. 
:4--& _- ...... _ .. -~-... ., P(C,d).[u1u 2 ••• u1v1v 2 ••• vf) if._C: ~ d..<t.,.. . _ . . 
. . . 
.. 
- P( C:,, d) [u1 u2 ••• u,v1 v 2 .... v1 J , - " . 
-
v ( [u1 ••• uv] = [v1 ... Vjl &E2e![Jl.i ... uy)) ' --- ___ .,.11_ - - -- -- -- - ·- -- - - . I -· 
- -·• 
.,.- - -
1.f ... d C = • 
,. 
·--·- .. _ ~-----· - --- - - . " . -
- . - - - - --- - - . - - - - - ... -
-~ - ,- t 
=··:--~~-~-~:~::_· _-_--·. ____ .t~=~.--·: ______ ~.ase 3. ; a.= b~- · If. ·c: ~· d-,we _have 






· · P('c, d) (u111.2 •• .-u., v1v 2 ••• , ] = P( C ,d) [~ u2 ••• uyv1 v 2 •• •VJ)•· 
I ~-.:-, --~·-:- .·•. • . 
. ----
. \--, 
. "' . c.;::;:;> CZ:, . . . . 
1
:r--._-~ ___ ,.,.......,_,-cc, .. _c-c=_ ---~~. ~-~ -,-----,---~'----..1,.Lc--= d w_e __ hav:.e---~-
1 •'"1.' 
~-·· 
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q = ( (u1 •.. uy]=[v1 ... vr] ) . 
& P( EL9 a) [u- 1, U- 2· •• u. V7+lV7 2· •• v,- a1] V r) T'"'i'- 'r+ , 1+oC o. u+ ·+• ~ 
r = ((ui+l•o.oUi+et]=(Vi+loeeVl+~] )& ((e]_2&s)v (e22&t)) 
. , a = (k even & J odd) v (le even & J. even·& k<-~l 
v '(k oda. & 1 odd~ & Ir >i-) 
--- . . . 
1t =· (k odd & 1 even) v (k odd & J. odd & k <1) 
' . ' .. ' 'l 
\ 
v (k even & 1 even, & .k>l) ~\ . . / . .. 
-
(n . . 
END OF PROOF • ' I 
Note • As is Section 5, let· ·g= (xy)q ~[1Jy[1JxC2Jy(2] 
... 
' 
--· ~ • •• x[qJy[ql, wher~ «={1, 2, .••• ,. q} so .that tha entries ------·-------·---·. 
1" 
» 
(: ., ---- - . 
- ---- --- -- . . --·----- .. 




range l~u-i-i,q. Then E1; x1. [u .. ] is tTUe, E2x1. ~11.] is 
.l.l- • J . . J 
[ 
' ./ J J 
'J 
• 
•·false, . P( xi. ,xi ) uJ.1lit) for j ~k says that uJ. < ~, and 
.. . . J Jr . . - -- .................. _ __,__.,._1· .._...._ ~·. .. ,"L, 
~ .. 
------
.. ,,. - ·- - - - ... - ·- ____., 
• ,- -~ ·--- • ... • • -. -........-c- •• " - • 
P(x1. ,x. )[u.uk-) for- j<ksays that·uJ.,u.. · Hence in. j 1.k - J - . - . --K . 
. . 
. -
this special case, ~the content of- Theorem ·4 Part (1) 
~ - -- ------==·"=·· 
is that E1 cfiil·.'::~~i is a truth-functional combination 
~ -'"~ 
. -~. . . 
' ' 
--· I 
----'-------c--...cc._-· -~-- - -
.,----· ----- ~ , . .--_._ 
of statements of .the form ui~uj. Examples I, II, III; 
I 
and V of Section 5 give~~these combinations explicitly -- ·-· ' : 
f9r -'- few .simple forms of c. 
----- - -- -·- ~-- -------~-----
---- ------==--- -- -------- --
- - ' . ; ._'. ,.,..-
,. ' ' ' -
--~ 
f""··, •• - ... ~. 
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~ :· ·. . 7. THE COLLECTION FOR1\1ULA · ' .. 
"-"'\-r' .. 
·-'\ 
.. ,:,.p · ;i_:~·. We no\v ai,ply Theorem 4 to. the process of collecting 
..( . . 
. ', 
. a special ~product. .. 
.. __ ,.. 
\ ' 
·, 
' . ' : an arbitrary fin.i te product ·of xiv s and the~r invers~s .-. 
l,. 
' .. 
-~" .. ; · .- ']!!!en for w( ci) = Y, the exponent ei is of the f orin .... \. 
. -
et· = bl q + }> 2 ( ~) + • · • ~ + b'f ( i) ~ · 
.. ---·--- -··--·- .. · ----~- ·--··u· . · .. -·· .. - ·c q).. q('9.-l) ••• (q:...t+l) . ' b; . a1 ff. . t' ., ~~ 
.. - -·.---···. -- . _____ :__ · ....... er.e _ t _· = \ . , · ...• 't'·•.··, . - ~ . , • _is a 1nomi . · coe 1c1en •.. _________ .. _________ c _____ . 
• < ' • •••• • l. -
' ~~ 
· The integers bt are determined by ci but do not depend on q. · · 
Proof.. We take. t( to b~ the set of ordered triples (k1l~ df 
- . 
. ··\,·· ---- ----------~- --'-·- --~-···-
\ 
- --·· ":' --·· :~~---=---::· . ..c-_·- --
positive integers •.. We :Label an· oc·currence of xi in gas 
x~;L[(kff m}] , .this- being the mth occ,ur:r:ence .of' xih in the • 
, .• -1--'·-·-··-" _ t· ..... 
.. l th repetition of gk. For inst~ce the labeled form of · 
...... 
·. is= ~gt = (xy)3(y=lxy)3 is 
11 
-
·> _ .. :- . g = x[Q.1J}Jy[i1J}]x[(12J}},,{(i21}Jx[Q.31}Jy[{r3J}J . . 
·-·-·-·····--,--·--··--·· -· -
-:~-' . ···-~-- y-1[(21J)Jxf~1J)]y(~12}]y =1t{t211)l'x[(22~]y[(222))y-1[(23J))i{(23J)]y(~32)] •. 
' ... 
- -·"-Let [u1 "° .ul/'1 be a Y-::.tuple of members of'/). Let · 
'. . 
....... , A1 · < 12 < • • . { it be the distinct values of>£ Such·· "that, f ~;· 
. -I --- - ·--
--- . ·- ... - - ···- ·---
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(u1 • ~\~ Uy] is called the ca:no~=b.£.a± !-~:Q,3=2, associated !Y=i:. t!l 
\ 




among it~ Jl' s, then so does each of i\-==l, i\-2, o o., 2, and 1. ,_ 
' \ 
Let. t~1 ••• v1 ] be a canonical '(-tuple with.exactly t 







' exactly ( f) if~tv.ples [u1 ••• ul'] with exac:tly t distinct _ ··- .. 
\. • , \ 
.•.• <c '· 
Jl•e., all in th~~range 1,J,q, .. sU?h:/that [U1 .. ~Uy]= (v1 ... v.y.] • 
. "1.~--~ . ·These Ci> y-tupies correspond to the cf> choices of 
· ~ / J1 , Jl 2, ... , lt with 1,.f1 < 12 <.• .,< ..et,q... . .. 
. . ... . - . .,.~ .. ;-:.:.,. .. 
Let x 1• , x. , .~ •• , X..;_ be ·-~the x1• 's 'appe~ing in c=. c1 .. 
.1 ' 1 2 . J..y ' .. • - - . --·.r- _-.I 
· ... 
.. ---·-- -
in order from left to right. Theorem 4._,·says that the 
.. 
-· ----.----~-,-~---- truth of Ei c(u1 U .uy], i =; 1, 2, depends only on the truth 
.. 
·.··~:-of.the statements E1x 1. [u.], E2x1. [u.J 9 P(x. ,x1. )[u:lik]' . . , .. J . J. J.. l J 
.. . J J J C 
......... "'" ,, 
I 
But for the y-tuples [u1 o .. o o u 1] mentioned .· · 
-·, 
• J"t:'.'..\-::-----. ~- . • 
abov~, with all .t•s in the range l~J ,q, ,ve have • •1i,;;., ... .,, ... ;,t1•·-·!,t 
·-------------·------- --- ,-...-.l:!------------ -
.. 
I\ 
-- ··-··· . = -· ""Ej_Xi . ( Uj) 
. , . J 
0---
.. - - ... --~~-- - -- ' iff 
..... -
• I 
--- ------·······----~------- ·-.---~··- ... ,.E2xi .ll1:j ] 
- . . - . J . 
iff ,, 'I ~ ~,_ 
- . -· - -- --------- -,~_ .. 





_:_ __ .:..-=---=-=~---• ... ·. _ . P( xt . , xik) ( u j ~) 
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\\ (.\ \. . -·- -
\\ \. \\ \ .. · 
\..·.\, .\ ... \ . 
~ .. \ ''· ,_. 
.. ~\ ,; 
\ ' \ 
\ .. 
. . :_.,. ~\ . 
- . .: ~-- . ...I • ,. - -
• .. 
. -. 
. .. Let p-= min{qJY} •. ]'or l ~ t ~/4 let bt = l)l - t}2 : ' · ' 
.,. . ..,, -.. 
where '?i is the number of canonical 1"-tuples (V1 •• • vyJ 
. - - : 
• f' 
with exactly t distinc·t Jl's (namely R=l, 2, •••. , t)-····_;· -./> 
.such that Eic[v1 .. • vyl is true. The previous two para-
. ... ~- . 
graphs show that ei\. = b1 q + b 2( i> + ••• +bl'('). On the 
\\ .r. ~ 
other hand, the truth\_of the statements Eixi .[v j ], .,, 
. . · .,\ · and. J · "' 
E2xij[vj], and P(xij'xik\)(vjv:k]' vj::vk, is not changed.---· 
by raising q so l.ong · as q~.,( · for each J. in one· of the 
·· · ·. triples v1 , v 2, ••• ,- v1 • Hence by Theorem. 4,. bt is 
' ""·,;_: ' . ' . '. -
independent'··o·f q So long as . q ~ t. Thus we; have actuaJ..ly 
/ 
~ / 
defined bt for 1, t ~ r independently of 
q. . q . ·q 
ei = b1 q+ b 2~2) + ••• + by(y) since (t) = 0 
q •. We may write· 
for t>q • 
I • 
. . . 
~-... -
'J. 
. .... -~ 
• •J. 
t· -~ - '. , ..... - ' END OF PROOF. ...... 
~---· ·r . // 
~, ,_,.,-, .. ,, ~ - ,, 
Note. P. Hall (1933, p. 6·3)..,stat.ed ~d :proved·the collect.ion·. 
l:J 
... 
formula in the special cafle Where g = (xl x2. • .xr) q•• 
I _1,---~ R. H. Bruck (1963) st.ates a collection .formula of 
, '~ ,,·, '. 
·. -~·. ---c-intermediate generaJ..i ty, remarking that: he can cite- -11.0·-
. . -\ -·- .... __ ~- --- --. 
--reference for -its complet~ proof. ---·- ----- - " 
- - -,_.- -
. l 
Let p be a prime nwnber'. Let G be a· . ..... 
,._.- ... ,, ...... ,, 
- . --· . . ;, ' . . 
.. 
,_,/ . --
-.. _ -·.: .. ~·-_. -~::.~~-~-=n:111)0-tent·~~group'·~ccc:of: -Q·lass~-snfaller-~---Cnah·-·-p; i.e.· suppo-secc_· --~~· 
. ----------~ ·----- ,.. 
_ . .___ : __ · ___ that GP = 1. Then .for q = p e, e a posi ti V$ integer, we have 
·· · · -- - ·· · (Xfl~2 • • ":x;r) q = xfXl~~;xin:r-i1hri2 · ;·;h~-~ -- -· -- ----=- --
____ :_-· ..:.__ =-'--;.~~~ -----" .,__ __...::. - F' 
- .- -- ...... 
-.-·--·-
-- - . '; \ ·•· ' . .:.. 




· .· . Here x1 , x2, . ..- . , and xr are arbitrary members of .. G , ·. · _ ::t·· _ :.~, , ... ·"j ' . . •- ~·- - - ·--------:--· . " ~ . I 
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. ~ ,., ·--·- -
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'\ .... _ .... ~ ,.tr .... 
-· generating a. subgroup H, a.11.d th~ .hi 's are members of -H2-, 
the derived group of H. 
Pro9=,fe Give ·che collllnutators on x1 , x2 , ••• , xr the 
~ 
natural ordering. Perform the collection process on 
q -(x1x2 ••• xr) until all occurrences of cJ.!i, c 2 , ••• , c 6 
have been collected, -c being tl1e last co!11111uta.:tor of 
,, s ' 
weight < p. · This leaves only commutators of weight ~ p 










i-·f.::: __ . __ ·-· commutators are 1. No\v for t .( p, it is_ easy to show . .._., ... 
I ._ 
.---- '' 
· ..1 ·· ... 
-- -----------·-
... 
that q= pe d,ivides <%>. Hence by the collection formµla. 
q divides the exponents e1 , e2 , ••• , e8 • ·Moreover, g 
. -
conta.ins exactly· q occurrences of each xi,. and no 
I '··J-
additional xi• s can arise. Hence e1 = .e2 = ••• = er= q • 
EJ\ID . OF ·PROOF. r 
··~ 
·Note. For-p-groups· G, ~the conclusion of the Corollary 
() 
___ r ______ : --~----~~~~~~~---~:~-~~-- J- is. that G is re~ar. P. Hall (1933, pp. 73-95) proved 
. ~ S - d I 
' 
.. -·· --- - ,.. - . 
··~--- m~ surprising properties of regul·ar p-groups • 
.. 
• +. '. ' ' 
' . ' 
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_ The results of this Appendix, especially Corqllaries 
.. \ . 
\, 
. ·. 
. - --------:., 
A2 · and A3., are used freely in the main body of tl~is paper. 
They,,are from the worlr of Pl1ilip HaJ.l (l933,-PPo 42-54) • 












involving group, commut'~tors. 
\ 
In .the Identities belo~ 
\ 




-u, v, ·and V'l are elements\ of any "group, and'\.v1e vvrite ... . . ' \ ' •'. I 
·.-
u v = v-1u v, (u, v) :: lJ.-lv-1':ti.v, and ( u, v, w) = ( (u, v), w)°. 
. , . 
. ' 
=-·--·,_---_ - ~. - ..... 
• > ......... . 
. ':r. ~ . ,._, . 
.: 
. ' 
.1-~- -,-·uv·_~ .. u{u,vl. • .... , . ' .. .. ~ t . •• • · .. ', '" ' 
:"----~ -
. ii. (u,v)-1 = (v,u). 
iii. (uv,w) = (u,w)v(v,-w) = (u,w)(u,w,v)(v,w). 
- - -
!:,,;.,, •• - -- ----·-----· .. ·-· __ ., ______ ,. ___ , __ 
. . 




. . . .,,, . 
. w . -(-µ,vw) = (u,vv)(u,v) = (u,w)(u,v)(u,v,·w-)J • 
,J 
' 
(u,v-1 , w)v(v,w-1 ,u)w(w,u-1 ,v)u::;: 1 
. ' 
, (u,v,w}(v,w,u)(w,u,v) = · .J • Vl.. 
. (v,u)(w,u)(w,v)U{u,v)(u,w)v(v,w)u(u,w)(w,u)V. 
--- - .. 
.. - .. .. - ' - . 
. • . 
------------~---... ---__ -----~. ~ -_ These----identiti~s may. be verifi-ed by- direct computation on 
the group elements. Iden~i ty vi is sometimes- called the 
,., ·····-
. ' Jae.obi identi ~y ...... . 




.· . <_· __ ;: __ --_~·,~-- - · ·_-. _______ ~ ~~t ·;1 , x2! ••• , xi- be _a ~ini_te ~-et of_~symbol_s~ !or ·~~-,..,. 
c;·-· ··-··· con~enlence we Shall sometimes wri"Gexl =-it, x2 = y, X3 = • 
. . . 
I ,'• 
~~--- ----·---
... . . ~ 
-·' . ,..., ·. .. 
· -• .;~ \Ve· define inductively_ the commutator forrns ~·- x1 , x 2 , 
c--=-, •. ·,-··-~. .,, . ·- .: 
-~~---------'---- -----·--- ----------- -·--·---~----- -
' _· - - - -- - . --------- -·-· --- . -· --·-·- --------·-- - - ···--·-
. - · _ -~~~ ..• ~ . , xr. · Namely, each of the symbols x1 , x2 , ••• , xr . 
is a commutator form, and if g andh are commutator forms 
' •• •! _:-
- ·- --...... - -
r • 
-· .. 
. ' ' ·~ 
... ~ 
..,, .------. :-.~ ---·- ~_..,_,_,<"C'·····- -.-- ,. __ . _ , . __ ·-· ~--,. 
-: - . -·-.·-·-: . ... ... _ ' ' . _. .. . ~ -........ ,,. · .. --'----
. -· ~-~-~··-~--===:-"~~" ~-':~~,~·~==~-~--~=~=~~=-::_:=~~:=·~~-==···~~~-·'--"~:·==····d.=·,-==-~=-·=-··~--'--"·· _-:~-=~·=-=···=··~~====,c===~~~~~~~~='=-===~~:~ .. -l·=· ~:;'~"·:=-====--.=:~~=====~~===~ . . . -: - .. - . - -.· ·-- - - -
------ - _- ----~~· -----
.. 
. - --.--.-.•.. .,--.-.=---= ~ ---·--·~-- -
.. , .,.. ... •·.• - .... . 
___ - ------- --· . - ·- --- - -
. . . . - . -~--·---- -· ... 
---- --- ---- - .. --~ . ____ _': ... ----- - ---;: -- ---=-. --- -- ----·------- --- ~-. .;_;~·~:.. _:_- __ ~.~ -::___~-_:___:____ . - - ---- --- ---- - -... •. - --- ----. - - -·-. - .. ·. ------- ---~ ----~ - - . . . 
I - ~· ,. • . • ..:,,_,;,.,,,.,,_·,· .• ·,,,'.,-~ .. ,Ju•·~· 
... ~. ·. ~ 
~~-~.--.±.·- ~--.~- ---·-- c....·==----·· . .;........c-~· - -~·~~--~-~-
- ~ -- _-:...____ • -- - - - ..___ --- _....::. .A.,__ .· - -- • -· -- --- - • 
. - -... . ·-.-- - --- - -- . - ~- -~-· - .. ·._ -- --- -- --- --~----
··M ~ - - - ~-- ~ - - --------- --·---------~--- ' - ____ ::.__, - --- ---·---:-~-------------,.,.----1. .. __ ,. ____ - ___ -----~-----------------.,----
---~-- --------
- - - -- - --- - . ------ ---· -- ------ - ·-·-·- -- . 
- -- - ... --·· --~ .. -··--· - -- --
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< • 
then so is the symbol (g,h). The weight of a commutator -
2 LG-::& &$~ 
form is a positive integer giyen by vv(xi)=l, vv(f)=v-i(g)+vv(h) 
if .f=( g,h) •. For instance f=( (·y ,x) ,y) is a corm11tlta.,tor form 
e 
of weight 3 on .the symbols x and y. Throughout Appendix A 
• 
... 
I , . . -
we shall use the notation (f1 ,r2 , ••. ,f8+1 t=((f1 ,f2, ••• ,fs),f8 +l) \ . 
for any _corrnnutator forms fi. Thus (y,x,y) = ( (y,x) ,y) •. 
.~ 
· I . . . 
I .. a 
f_orm- _ on the symbols x1 , x 2 , 
I -
. ! Let f be-any conunutator \ 
. \ 
Let x1 , x-2 , ••• , Xr be (not necessarily distinc_~) 
,, ... 
- ....... _ ... 
·• -··· ... ' 
" ·•" 
~-. ,0 a 
. "" . .,, subgroups .. of a gro~p G • Then f ( x1 , • ---• ,Xr) de!lotes the 
' . 




_ ·.: :~ -....... subg~oup of· G genera,ted oy the comrrn.1:t··at.ors f orn1ed by 
.•. ., ~ . . . ' . . . ' ..... - . . 
.. , . ·-, 
-·- "replacing each occurrence of xi in f by an eleme~t o:f. Xi • 
.. 
. . 
. 0 Here the different occurrences of xi inf .need not be.· t·-- ..... -
. ' 
' • .,-.. ,.. ,,.-.:..__.- ;--. ·°": ,.,J 
replaced by the same e.lement of Xi., Fo~ instance 
I •'T'• " 
..... < 
.. ~-· --- -- ----...-.~~-.-' - .. 
(V ,u, V) = ( (V ,u), y) denotes the ~:u,.bgroup o~ G ~e:q_erated .. 
. '. 
,·,-,. -· .. 
\ ·~ 
-- ·. f • • 
.. belongs to V"a..nd·u. belongs to u. - _, ~ 
- . ---~---- --- -- ----------- ---- ~ - - - -
' . ' 
. . ·, 
-- -----.. ··-_·-__ -_· .~:., :. __ _ The_ elements uSed above to ~eri8rate f(X1 , ••• ,Xr) wiII · : ' ... 
. .. 
be called the {£e~~r,B:tor:l! of f(X1 , ••• ,Xr). 
· Lemma Al. If x1 , x2 , ••• , ~· are normal then so is . ~(X1 , .... ,~) . 
' ...... . . 
. -- .. - _ _ ....... . __ Pr_o of. ________ The .. g,enerat ors. of .. f(X,- ,--•· ··- ·~-~-)- .. cons-~~~~-~:-~--_ lµl..i oµ_ : _______ ~ _____ _c ___ . • _______ •..•. __ 
- "·--------···--·--···--- -·--··--;--. .. ' . . . . . . . . . -L . . ...... ; . ... ..... ... ..... . . . . - -.-~=-c- _· __ ......... · 
,; 
. . ·------------------:,--------,:-::;---------------'--~--t 
·. · _- ... ·; of conjugate. -~lasses in -G. E11D OF PROOF./ · 
- .. -· 
. ........___ 
--- -- · . ~- ·· F1)r any two subgroups U and V of G,· ·we -_shall denote 
----. _- . 
. . ,.., .. ' .... ~ .. ·· 
:- '-: : ~: ,_ ~- : · . by (u, V) th~ subgroup generated :t,Y the .. el em.9lltit~rU;V');ui:;,.•1,iv : ," , ~-
• ,.. -< • ,_ • 
.. where.{u and V belong to U and Vrespectively. Thus (u,v)=f(U,V) 





- ··' .)· _. J• 
where f is the comrnuta.,tor form· (x,y) on symbols x·· and y •. 
··-~-·-·•:.~:::-·····_':,.~-:~:,···········=~~-:_··j . 
---,·-·--··.·c-,c•··· '--..... • -~ . . 
-- . ..c........_ __ - __ - --- .} -·~- - : ·J~: -
- -- - - .. - - - - - -
.. --~---. ~~~~~~-~ "-'- ' ----I> ~- . , - . : -- ---- -. .. . .- .: ~- . . -. . I . ~ 
I 
.... _, ............ _..-r-i, • • •. -
1, 




1- --- . 
-
- ------ _____ ... -- ~-=---~~~~~~~--~-~-~~-~·-~~---··~-~~-----~---::_ : __ ~_ ,·-~-~---~ =----~-~-~=~ -~-~----~. ~--~:-.·~_: _ ... · .. -~~ .. '·::;-:---'--, -- -.- .... · :. .. -~---- ~ . ,-- ·~- .... · > ,·· ...... -.. ~ · .. ·_·. , - - - .. __ : .. :.~·-~_--==--~= ~ --- . ----.-~::-~~~~= = . ~-- .. ·····- -_ ... - . · ... -~~ .. ··.·. 
------------ ~------ ·- ·-----------------~ .. ~=~~~--------a~,---,.,-~-~----~~--c-.. -.,.··..:.:.....:_ ___ ~ __ ~--~----~~~ ~-------------~~-'-- - -----•----, -----___ · --- ----
• . 





. . ---~ : .. - ~ ~-- . - - , • - - - ---'-- --- :__ - --- 1 
.~··r . . 
Thij notation serves tp emphasize that the meaning we. _ 
have adopted" for f(X1 , :\~: 9 Xr) is not entirely consistent - ··· · 
·~· 
.., 




P!iarshall Hall Jr.· (1959, Pa'._}49) writes (X1 ,x2 , ••• ,Xr) 
· for what Vie-would denote by ·\~(x1,x2),x3),o .. ,xr). 
\ 
. \ ··-~ ' 
. .- . . . \ - However, it -is ·a consequence of the Su .. bstitution . 
..... ,--.... ----
... 
Pri:hci:pl~ ( see Pelow) that· (X1 ,x2., •• ,X:rJ = < {~1 ,x2) ,x3), • • ,~), 
• ;... ___ •.----S-• 
. .- ~ 
: __ \ .···: ··:·; for normal subgrou~s xi. . 
-~- -------·-------~-......-----,----=--------· ---
:.Th~or~m_(~he St~bs_t~t:qt~<?,i:!_Pr:~i,Pl~) •• Let f, h1,-h2 , ... , ll.s. 
be·· commutator -forms on ·.r symb0ls x1 -,r· x2 , · ••• , · xr. . CLet. g 
<>.·'",6' 
' 
-- .. .-~, l?·e a conun~tator _form· on _s symbols y1 , Y2 , ••• , Y6.• 
. ;., . 
· , ,·- .su:pp()se that these forms are related by f = g(h1 ,h2 , ••• ,h~), 
r • • 
-·~- . ···--. -------------·------ ·- . 
...::_:, 
.. 
__ .. ;.~-.. i.e. f is the result of substituting h. for each . 
. . . . . 
. . 1 -
. r.- -,.lo 
-· 
-~- occurrence o:f yi in _g. Let _x1 , x2, ~ •• , Xr he normal 
•. subgroups of a group G; Then ....... . 
I' 
Proof. The proof is by_ induction on w( g) • 
···.induction hypothes~e kno,v that 
It will therefore suf~e-ice to sl1ow that · - .,._ -·----- .r ~-.... ~~, .. ~ 
· . · __ ".__ ~ .,f'(X1,···,~' = (:r1UC1, ... ,~) '·:f2(X1,•~~;~)} 
----~ -------·-··---;------·----
- . . . . ........ -
'1.-,---
·and· ·that 
, g(b.i(X1 ,a .. -,Xr)10H9h8(Xls., .. o,Xr)) = .. · 
''"•• -~-·-·•··~- ·-~--~::,..·v --.. -- ~ ·- • ·--
' 
.• ----- !f < 




l ••. _,t 
. .. .. (g1 ( h1 ( x1 1 o o o 9 xr) , o o o ~ h s ( x1 , ., • " ~ xr) ) , · .· · · - -- , , · ~ ;.? - --
.... g2{h1(X1,~ .. ,Xr),o •• ,hs(X1, ... .,~))).., ,·; · .................. . -: --•• 
. . 
. --------- ,_. __ .,,_, ----~ ... ...,,~ . .; ,._,.-.., ... - .. ··- ·-·- ---· ·--~---"'··----- -- ~ ,,. 
-.. . -- ~-··----$,,.~--




0 ,lV ~ '. .. -- ---- ----··- -- --~-~-- .: .... · -- --------------~· ____ · __ .::·_._.-:, -
- - ~- . - --·----- - ------·-· ----
.-,.ii ,- . 
-- -------------- ---~·-- --- _._. 
c_.---~---~~~:::=:~:_____s__-_-·--·:~--~ .-·-~---::- ·---- -- -- --~-- ---·:c~- -·-·:·-~· - __ - ·;~·-~···.I·--. ~ ---~- - ---"'"'--·· ·~.-~- ~-- -- - -- -----~~~---...c-.. ...... - -.----· - . ~~-- :··-~- - • ' ::_-A··· • • 
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··--'--~--~:...-..,_. ·-··"·- - -.~ •• -••.. c-· 
- - -. - - . -. -_ ----
- ..:. --- -- -- ....... ·. -·. -_--____ c:----::::.-----=--=-----=-- - ---=--;:-~- - -
.•. 
. -- ·,- ~ . 
. ' . --








·,. '-, ' " 







We shall p·rove only the -f'irst o-r these ?,Ssertions, since 
the secoI1d is the. sarne a .. s the -Pi1,..st v,i th the substituti·on 
. . . 
'Ea~l1 gene-ra-tor of f(X1 ,ooe,Xr) has! the.form (a,b)-
where a a..11d lJ aJ-re gene-raJtors of f 1 (X1 , ••• ,Xr) and .\. \ - - .•·-
f 2 (Xi?•••, xr) respectively. This shows ~hat J 
f(X1,,•••,Xr) is contained in (fi(X1 , ••• ,Xr),f2(X1,•••,~>) • 
.. ,,.......~---
.: ~ .~r.: .Each generator of (fl(x1 , ••• ,~),1'2(x1 , ••• ,Xr)}'"·is ~- · 
of the form (u;v) where u and v belong to fl(x1 , ••• ,Xr) 
~-
. -. ' ~ ~ ' . -· .. -
I "J•- ........ ._ , . .,. 
. -
an~ f 2(x1 , ••• ,Xr) r9specti velye ... It remains \to sh_ow that. --~---~~ ·-. --.---·:·· . 
..-.. --
. (u, v) belongs to f(X1 , ••• ,Xr). Write u=81_ a 2 ••• am '--
. -1 . -Where for each 1-, a. or a. 1S a 
1 1 generator of f 1 (x1 _, .•• "-XJ• 
·-· Likevvise ,vri.t~ v=b1 b 2 ••.• bn vi,her.e for each i, b1. or b-:-
1 
--- · --- --·-·-- -
1 . 1,_ .,. 
o~(X1 ,· ••• ,~). is a generator The proof is by ---, -, 
. -,·induction on m+n. 
. l- .. -
. ~ 
. -~-·-·. ------·- .... -~--------
_ _ If m= n= 1, we ·have (u,v)-= (8J_,P1 } •· · Let a= af" an~ 
~ - ' ±1 . . 
• b= b1 be generators of f 1 (X1 , ••• ,Xr) and f 2(x1 , •• -. ,~) . 
~- ~ . 
respectively. Thus (a,b} is a generator of f(X1 , ••• ,Xr}. 
. -1 
, ... · On the other hand, (Bi~,b} = ((a,b}-l)a , . . 
~1 . -.. , (- -1> ·c· < . >-1)b -a, b . = - a, b ·, ,··· ,..,, 
·1 ' 
'"-._, ' . - _, 
.__ _________ _.__ ___ ____,...____,__,_,..,...:--______ ---::::----~I.,_· ----,-I- ·_ . ""<:>aa.-y_,_·.."!!!!!!!-_-!-.:b-:-_ . ~--=-:~=-=--=-..----=--~-----____ .;;;......_........,..._-,---,-_;._..--11 
·- --- -:~_,\1 -
arid (.a · , b ) = ( a, b) • ·· 
,-,..--- . ..... ~· . . 
, .. _ __ Mo:t'eover f ( x1 , ... , Xr) is normal by Lemma Al. 
-~ ------· ···· · ·--;--. --- any case, (u, v)=( 1_, ")_) · belol1gs · to: f(X
1
, .-~ ,Xr). 
Hence in· .. 
/ !I• 
..,._ - \ 
Thus we 
~: .... 
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- j - ~ ·-~ 
·~·-5,,, ..... --,...wo.-,,..-...-
- ·-... :-· -
Suppose novr tha,t m>l. By identity iii above, Y1e 
/' ~ 
. have (u 9v) = (31_a2 o •• aEil=-19v)am(am 9v). By the induction \ 
hypothesis 9 ( a1a2 a •• am_19v) and (am.,v) are both in 
, " . 
f(X111 .. oe,Xr)" Bu~ f(X1 , ••• ,~) is normal, hence {u,v) 
is in f ( x1 , .•• ,xr) • ······ · - "I. ...-------- •• ~ . 
If m = 1 we can e ..ssume n) 1 and proceed· as above . 
using identity iv instead o:f. i,ii.: END OF PROQF. ' ' . ~ - - . _, ___ :~...: .. =:-.:··: '. __ ... .,_.._ ___ ... ~.... - • 
. "'' ..... 
~- .. 
Lemma A2. 1·~t U, V, and W be subgrov.ps of a grou]? G, 
- -, u --- > ·-- ~---~- -~ - ---
~· and ·iet I\T be a normal subgroup of G • If . ( V , V/, U) and -~~~·--=-· t:-_· __ _ 
••• 
~ --· ..... . __ . ·- --
.. 
~- ' .. 
. 
' . 
·'j·.: -!. • " 
.. '·. .,. ~ . 
..... 
' ' . I 
(·w,.uJ,v) are contained-in h, the.r, so i"S (u,v-,,v)·. 
• 
,... " 
Proof'. In identi*y v above replace v by v-1 • Thus 
' . -1 ... . .... , .., .. ,_ ~ 
( ... · )v ( -l -1 .. )w{. -l -l)u U,V,W V ,w ,u W,U ,v = 1, • i.e. -,.--- ~-·-· . 
(u,v,w) = ((v-1 ,w,u)wvv(w,u-1 ,v~1 )uv)-1 • · Thu~ we 
·-- ------·-·.:...:;:_· ... -.--,i . ., ~ _., - ------~-'"--·- ~. 
. ~ave expressed a typiceJ. gener~tor of (U, V, Yt) as· a 
' " 
product of' ·conj·ugates of elements of (V ,Vl,U) and (w,u.,v) • 
. · ; ~ 
. END OF PROOF. 
· Corollary Al. 
... 
. . ' 
- - - . ---- -···- ~--·---... ·------. 
If tr, V, and W_are normal subgroups of 
,f 
a group G, then. (U,V,VI) S· (V 9 \V,U) U (vV,U,V)., Here AVB 
\ ~ 






--. - · · .. sub oups A and B. " 
. , 
.., 'e,:-
. ·--- - --..::. f ... 
Let X be a normal subgroup__ of a group G. ·A centra1 j 
. ~ ;:; 
.. 
.. ---
···-· -~~ ..... ~_ ....... ''''. 
.. ', ·"' 
.. ·- - . -· ,-. ·- ------~-~--
---·----
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.. ........... - . . 
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,...__ _____ _ .. 
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- - . ,. 
.. : ~- .. 
- -- - _ ... - - -·· -. _._,, .. . -- -·-"" ·--, . . -· --~ 
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-~ .. , , 
- 38- -
' \ 
1 -;--.. ... -
' ' 
,.. - . -
, -·· 
......... ~ ... 
--------------------~---C-.---------· ----~-. -•----- '· .--------- ·_- ___ ,, -____ ' _. ________ -_---~----- - -
..... 
-,... -·-. 
_ ~ ___ , - _ of' l'.lormal subgroups of G such that (Ai ,x)SAi+l ;or each 
t -
,,. -
. . -~ ...... 
------ . ./ " -
--- ---- - . ---
.. _ _, __ - . ~--· --
An importa.11.t instance is the lovver central series for X, 
Gi!!llo&!t C z· 5 :0 ~ ;; Z _ Z+.1 L ti:....:, 
Successive ap1)lica..-'cions, 
of tl1e St1-bsti tution Pri11ciple vvithin the -group ~{ show 
• • •4 -- -- • 
that Xj = f /X) Yvhere f j = (x_,x, ••• ,x), w(f j) = j. In· . 
0~]1~r words, Xj is generated by 
- (u1 ,u2 , ••• ,uj) where ui belongs 
' 
the commuta,tors 
to X. Hence Xj is a 
···· characteristic subgroup of X, hence is normal in G. 
_. · -Theorem Al. 
. . 
chain :for a normal subgroup X of a group G. Then·: 
\_ 
/A. ,X .)$ A~ : • 
. ,. ~ 1 J 1+J 
-' 
-Proof. The proq~ . is by induction on j. The result .. is · 
r ". I ·~ ;-
' . 





-- - - -- ---------~ 
• 
-1. 
,,... :.~ . -.... 
-
.. 







immediate for j = 1. For j >1, 
-.·(A.,X.)=<x·.,A.)- = (X. 1,X~A.) 1 J J '1 J- _1 S (X,Ai,Xj-l) V (~i,Xj-l'X) • 
. \ _L__ ------ Here vre have applied. in succession the identity ii t 
r 
___ __,_________ I • 
' 
the Substitution Principle, ·and Corollary Al. l'Iow by the 
. .... . induc.tion hypothesis and the def'ini tion of a cen.t.ral ··chain, - ' ' 
· we have (X,A. ,X. 1 ) S (A. 1 ,x ." ... ,1)£ A. -. and _ 1 J- 1+ J- 1+J -.', .... . 
·(Ai,Xj-l'X)~ (Ai+j-l'x) ~Ai+j• .·END OF PROOF. 
----- ... :~~---:- -- , ., . 
-:: • ··--- _ _...a:::!_, _ _ 
'l" •. ,, .,. ··! 
- •. 1 
· orollary A2. (-x .. ,x~~x. .·• · -
1 , J 1+j . 
. _ ....... _ _,..., .. ·._- . 
-
'. 
' . , 
~ 
··-
,.,--c· Co~gllar;y: A3. f'(Xl!X, ••• ,X) =~ 
.•· I 
.. 
- ·- ---- ·. : -,--- -"'?· -- , ... 
for n,--w(,f). - -I-n e~her words--,:---_-----'---~------
- -- ·- . .. ·.··J· 1 -
-·~-
. .. .;...-...or ---';- - . 
__ .. ___ --~·_:_ -- _ any commutator of 'rveight ~n on· the· elements· of X is in Xri 
- - -~-----
-- - --~ 
Proof. Th.,e proof· ·is by induction· on -r1(f). The r.e_s_µ.l t is 
. . __ - . .,.____ . •· - . _. . . , ,. . .. .· .,. -
•• ··: ..... _j, 
····---.-,., .... _~ -.,~---=~ •..i'-"""-.. -
.. -"--------·· ____ .. _ .. __ _ 
--- ---- - . ~ 
-- ~ 
'· 
" ;=c=··-·--=--~--. ~~ ::.--------~~~~--,=---=·-----_ -------~- ----- -~- --- ···-
! 
. -_ : 4,,: . 
I.·. 
__ ·__ .... .., r. =---~~_==~----=------,-----_-,---_ -----',:--i<- ... - - - -
I • 
• \. • : 
-·- .· ---:.., 
fl-. 
- . -· -- .- - . ,_.· 
f.· . 
· .. · ... 
~- --------- ·---
-··••-••,.-w,, -·--·---•• •·•---~·-•••-- .• - .--:- ---.:·;,.,.. ; ;-~ -·<.: -._ .. f·,'\/~l~ • -••·••-- ·-----.•-••- •··-··-•- -----C --~--•·--•·"-.... •·---.:..-~---------,.____. __ ---~~--.-~--.;_.\.•~_; ___ ... .;..;:_-::...__ ____ ._'-a~~~-----.·--L-,.•'"-•..,..• •. c•:--·--••-••·•:. ---·-11.> - -• ,·;.-··~ •. ·.-.·.·:._.-•_. ____ ..... 
\: : . ': ~: ._)_,\~Ji~~~ ~ 
, . --~- ' :~.,1 . ~.~/-•::~.·· .. ·~·- - -~ 











--·---- - ::.-~. 
- -- --- ·-----------·----- - ------------------
----- ..-----~ .. .,- .... ,---..--- -. '--. 
,- 39 
. ., -~ . 
- ~-- ----~-------------------------~ 
-----~ 
immediate for w(f) -
-
1. If w(f)>l, 
-
-
w(f 2 ) = 
• J 9 w(f) -- i+j ~ n. Then 




• • • ,x) • • 









\ . , . .'·,.' 
\ 
vve have applied • in Here 
:E?rinciple, the 
END OF PROOF. 
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----·. ·- ------~ - • - - --· -- -----, - . ____ -- - -·. ---- - - -·---. - <-' - --- -
~ - - \ __ · ... . ... .. 
·--~.!?'-. ~----~~-,~--1 
_ _,.... .... 
-- ------ -- < -(- -- --
.---- . I 
--·---~----------
-;--- ----··---·--. -·--·------- ... ___________ , __ . 
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APPE:NDIX B: BASIC COfLITIUTATORS 
1. ~ BRACKETI!'TG -PROCES 3ES 
.t-· . 
\\ .. _. '\he material Of this Appendix is to be found in \ 
·\ 
.. 
\ ?II. Hall' Jr. (1959, -PP• 165-175). It is not a prerequisite 
.• ,.,u,••V 
. . ..... 
- ' ... 
I ' 
-- . . 
. for the main body of this paper~ However, Appendix B 
does use resul·fjs and terminology ·from Sections l,- 2, and 3. · 
As in Sect~on 1, let the.~ommutat?:s on x1 , x2 ,-
............ < .. ' 
.- ~-- L-•-•·•· ·:·, .-~------' 
xr be given an ordering ~~at.satisfies the ordering . ~ .... ' \. . 







· · ·J ·- ~ . 
~-·c-ondition. An: ~7:d~nar;y: N...:word .·i·s ·a· string xi xi ••• xi •. 
·. - . . ,;· •-· -r. , 
r~ \0 
\ 
... . . 
. 
-.. . 
~- · 1 2 · :f\T In Section · 2 V',0 called this a fi!n,ite product of xi• s, ' 
... 
alld we defin·ed a collection process which do~s not terminate 
.•. 
-------0 1 '· 
~, f.i,-L-.:---··---- _ in·· genera+ but -whic.h preserves the value of a product ~s . . : . . . - ){ - ' 
-- .:: - :;fj ... 
........ 1 .. ..:- . 
' ' ' 
. , 
ordinary N-words. which alw~ys termin~tes but v1hi·ch need 
• 
' 
.. ,-h -~··· not preserve the value 9f _a group element. Having - - -- -- - -----~ -- - - -- , .. ·-~_..:{..~-
__ ,. ---------
____ -~----brae_k_e_te_d each of. the commutat_ors 
' ' 
.·• I cl' c2' , .• •.' -cj-1' 
' 
-we bracket c ~ c j by replacing each segment of the form . . . ---------- ---- ··-- -----· - . 
I 
dcC ••• c, d)c= cj, with the commutator (((~,c),c), ••• ,c). "· 
- -- --- ··-
..• . -
---.- .£..,._ ··--:--··7--!- .. -.-~1 --- . 
. 
···=-~-- For instance, the process of bracketing the ordinary. _________ _ 
• ~ ;' • r • ,,;.... • I 1------~-----------··--··-·-·--·-· ·- -J;-2-vrord --- U-Sin-g-t-he---·l1E1tuxa-l , ord-ering,a ··of·--·-c·om:rnu*tratt?rs-c-f S as _. 
.c "'."'"'. -_ -. -;_-_- :;"""- ._.t.:.._,.:~c._-"'";~c'~ .. £"';'-:-··'-·:· ·--_·-·- -
•• \ 
t ~ • ./ 
-...·;·,. 
______ ;···-- - -- .. -···follows'.: _ xxzyxxzyxxzy __ ,: xxz((y,x),x)z((y,x-),x)zy 





· B:z! (y,x) ,x)z( (y,x) ,x) (z,y) 
. _l!i,... 
;,· l 
~1> xxz( ( (y,x)·,x) ,z)( (y,x) ,x).(-~,y) . · 
------ - -- --·---- ___ __, - - --- • -- - ----- ---- - - 41 
.. 
- •···c-·~'I, L -- - --~ --~ -----.-
- - . -- - - ". ... 
··~ ~ -1. 
l; - -_,-
.... - • ... -~r 
, • __ -. ·-=="----~: .·· .. . : .. ,. -~~- .. _ ·_ -~---Th:e process -of·· -bracketing arf ordinary---J.I-word _-always 
:'(, ' .. , 
- - - -·-·-.·- - --- -- --· ·. ----·--·. - - . - ---- - -- -
. 
. 
: ~·· -- . 
! -· _·. i _-





• _ _J 







·: ' - -~~ ... 
~ :,,-- ·-1--- ·•1._ 
' ; . 
.. - .... -• . 
- ..... - --- ------ --------· -- --·------- ---- -··-----,,-. -
' . 
-- ·----=--~··---_-·-
- ,...,, ' - --




. .· . •/. 
4 '. - • 
9;• <JI ... 
- - <.r 
~---·----~--~~- . :. - =·:-~-----.-~::.::..::::~2~-:=.~:--==:::-ti~~..:c-z:-::-:..:.=·---=--=·-::::o;--:::---=~-::..--=;;::-_~:-~~~--~c:--·c--~,----.---··-.·-. -------~-~- -a==~ . ·. ~ :-~i~~--c.;.-~~~.:_-..:..~~·. ~ ... :.,,~:.. . · .. ~· . .:..~~~-~.----~,..~-.-___ _;c-_,·~:_~--~ 
~.. --- ·------------,------ ·-- _;__..,.--:---- ... =-~---·- ~-' . 
' ·-- ~ ,.._ - . . ~ 
.-----.-. --, . - - - -- - . - - -- - --















- - -· _______ _. 
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-ends in a collected string of comnnitators, i.e. a string 
c. c. ;, •• c. v1he1~e Ci~ Ci ~oeo~Ci. 1 1 1 2 1 t . l 2 - i; 
• 1 "'1 1_ 
orde1"2ing of 6omrnuta·tors e Strings of the kind ·that can 




~ ,s / " 
basic !I-=:s=t:,i,~gs.. The brctcketing process defines a;···one-to- -· 
. ' 
\, \ 




\ \'\ - '. ,- ,__ . 
. '\·_ - __ \\ _· ... -
' \ - .. --· . '·:--
, -one correspondence betv1een ordinary N-Vi/OI'ds and .. _ basic 
N-strings. · Hence, there are exactly r!'if basic N~Strings. 
A circular I'f-vv6rd is a., clockvvise circle o:f N elements 
• # -
•' .... ,.,,,.' 
--
- .. 
·~--~· _·· i. '...... -
,;. .. 
If 
- ~4---, . . 
. . ,...._ ~·- -ci> . 
..... ~~ . 
-~-~--_:.-___ ._--' __,..· -_-...;:·'"~.':!~, '-_' ~ ·-~-·· ··- -- --- -· __ ·-. - -,..-,.Y-~-------··- ---=-.--·-::·-''-'' .. i .. \.J.••a'I - ...-•. \ ...• :. - - ·-·-"--
.. 
... .. .. · 
...:. -
• ,:.: r..' ,, ;,, 
. " - .., .. · 
• j X. 1 . • 
. . J 
--·· 
- . ' 
'· ... 
. ' 
(2) _ I 
- .. - - - - - - ·1 





, ,,.. X --X --
" z .. z y X-·- ,_·.. . x··---
--X . X 
, . -- -- -- - z 
z. ---
. XX,-, ,, 
... •• j ;"\" 









_o _____ _:__· --~---:-_:_·--~-~-A--eircular· N-word i-s said to have period '1 if it;, consi~ts ---~-------· --------·-
- - -· - - --. - - - -------· - -- --- ·- -- ------·-· -
--=~~===--- --- ---of -·I'f/-t identic-al cl-ockvvise segments of l~ngth ·y ... Each - -
circule..r I·J-wo·rd hiis a un·ique minimal ( smal.1est) period. ,..,_-,- ---· ·--- ~-:. - - --- -
,' 
., 
. l .• 
. -
We can ·d.efine a one-to-'9 correspondep.ce betvve~en circular . - ·• '- :· 
. ,•' . . ' 
) • - ! -- - - N-words of minimal period ¥' and certain ordinary N-words·., 
I ----~------:c-:'."--::-::=-:---------·---·---- ----~·----·-·· ------··•••·----·-''--•·•--·-·-··•·--·-·-··-·-•·------- •--~-------~~~-----• r- , . .,. - -~-· -_.;.·., '- I •• 
J.-~. ····-~·-·~ • -
. ·- . ·--~-· Namely, ~ circular Jf-v101~d of mini1nal period 't~ deter·1.riines 
----,---:-· ___ ;;"_:_~-~--~-- '-, 
. y' distinct ordinary N-,vords, cor1"esponding to- the Y 
.... 11.. -~ 
.Thus-. ---- ~ -
---··- ------_- _ ~ ~~~ --·--essentially differ-(?.nt starting points on tl1e circle. 
-· :. ------ __ . _______________ -··-" . -----,-·- . 
. -... - --~~.-·· ~-·· .... ·~~·.:.,.,~.:·.,._.-- ----··._. 
·~--~-------.----~- .. -·.·-.. ··•······ .. ·. iihecircular·N--word x. x.· ••• x. given in (1) 0.boye, with 
-----. ~ --- • -. -~ -_ - - - - . .L-_------- ~- _. --- -- --- _ _:_,_ -- -----------'-- - - -·- - ---11---'12 . . iN 
"- . ' -
. . . -
___ · - ._. __ _:___ -- _-_-- - ·---·-1--- ----
. -
- :::-- ---·- --- --=--
- -- - ~- -·- ... ~-- ---- - .• ·- -~--- -" -··· 
-~ ~- . .--,/· . - ·___ ·- ,,_- ' 
-- - ·-------· .. 
- ---
---- ---- : - - ;;r • --
•• • - -· -• L • 0 ·-;:-.··- - 0 
,•...:..:.:, •, .• .. -~ ~ ••;., .. -,, ,__!___ __ \ • • • - -• • - ---~- -· - L 
--- - - --- ·-·-- --- '- __ --




-- ,_' ---··- - 4 _· - -··· .>,~ .. - -,. -
..; ;.:::::\- ·.-- \_ :·: \ ... -_: -, - -: 




'·. \ . -
;. . ... 
----'--." ---.._..------ - - -~-, --,-- ·- --,--~-- ----~--~------ ---·,.---. ----- - ---,.,..:..~-- ----------.-.. -. - --. ~---- __ ,_ -~~-~--~-·---~--- , ___________ ' ·-------~ .... -· !·.....c..:._..-.-.... -,.___--,- -~-----·-----:-:.--:--=-~-:-:---~---------.-----'---·.-'----- -_ --'-4~-----· ..... _____ :-, ... __:.~_ ·-·--. - ·- -- ____ :- -- - -----_ -- --:---"k---- • • ?----=-
-·· - -~~- -.~ •, ~., ~-: . 
- . -
' -. ··. __ 
. . ..... --
I.•_~ a<;-.:~.• • • 1, ! ' 
-.,_ .. 
.- -~. 
~ •I ~ • '!1; ~ : I f 0 
·- ------ =• ==O ~-.,,. .. =1---::==- =---= ..,_~~-F~ .. -----~-a .... -......... -· ... •-:: 
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minimal period,, determines the Yordinary N~words 
I 
.___ - _.· 
~- - .. 




_,_. ...... ---- ·• 
j ... 
X . X . • • • X . X . X . ·-• • • X . • 1 y 1y+l · . 1 N ~l 1 2 1 Y-l 
. . 
.··-~ 
. ' For instance, the circular 16-word given in (2) above 
I 
:~. · has minimal perioq. 4 ·_ and determines the fallowing .. 
..t:"i·,..,. __ ~-;-.. - -- . . . 1-








-- - - '~=-~ -•- ....... --~ • ., -··- _ ..... ,-- .......... - ' 





. ~ .. ' 
. ,; 
We define a b:t:a~}fe;~i~~ :;er.~~e~s. · on circula.r N-words. 
' ··•. - .- .. - ... _____ ,.-... ,.;-- ... --~~-----.-~,- .. 
.. ---·--··- --- ~-·,--- - - --·- -~· ·• . 
Namely, having bracketed each_ of~ th~ co~nutators _·c1 , c 2 , 
.. 
••• , cj-l' we bracket cj by replacing·~- each clockwise 
• = . . 
--
. . .;,_ 
.. 
•L ... 
.-.......... .,u. • 
. ' 
. _ _, 
..;.; ... 
_--·- .~,:.· ___ s_egment·o:f .. the form dcc ••• c,,d)c=_cj with the commutator.<··· ... · · .... ·t--~~ 
' __ -_. ~~~ -~:'.. __ ~~·" _:_---(_(( d, C) , Ci') , • • • , C }_; 
I • ' • 
~-~,;Q . 
The· ,process of bracketing a circular 
~ 
-. - . ~. ;--·- --- --,--- - ·-,·- ----- - -----•--------·•-N-word ends· in a circular string of ·id·entical commutators-----·---· -------. ---~"'' --,.,,.,. .......... .-----.. ~ .. =------ --
----- ,~---- '.---_ --~----~~~ -~---- c, · vv(c) being the mi"iiimal period. For instance, the - -- -·"· '-
' ". - -
----------.-------.---.-----------·process of bracketing the circular 16-wprd· giyen -in_ (2;)· 
.. .. ,i_ 
-·, 
' .. 
• l~ ... • •. ~ 
•j I j, 
I' 
. ~ -. -
. --· . 
•••• I -
. '• -i 
-. - . -~. - ·-· 
abo.ve 0iS as follows·: 
- z . 
X 
XX y .Z 
y~.y 
' .... ___ , X 
X x· 
a 
. . ~., 
z . . z 
a. 




-·- . ·, C ,,__C 
.. 
-~ 
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Among the commutator~ on x1 , x2 , ••• , xr ~•e 
- - . . __:_. :__ -
\ 
specify the basic cormnv .. tators as- follov1s: 
---
~"'""""'';"""' ,· C J 




... i • .. -
·, 
\ 
,.- ...... _.. ·\ (a) x1 , x 2, ••. , xr are"the bfsic c··ormnutators of weight 1. 
\ 
. . 
(b) . lVhen the ba.,sic commutators·\_of 
' 
\ 





specified, the ba .. sic COilll'ilUta .. tors.,\ Of Vveight n are the 
\._ 
conu~1ut2.tors of the form ( c, d) v,he~,~ 
\ \ . 
_:·· r: . , ..... Ji)·c is .basic,jd is.basic, and ~c)+w(d) = n. • • I ,. i 
-. 1 . . . 
,- . .... ... "" . 
_ _, - - . .. 
(ii) c)d. 
'-- .... - :-
. \ - - . 
,. '\ ----
.{iii) if C = (a,b) t~ell d~b •. • 
. ' . 
"' . 
--· ~------~--~----=--r- _ Theorem Bl. Let c be; a commutator, --f =· w( c_) .• · . Let x. , .. x. , 11· 12 .. 
~=i=...· 
, .. " ... , .. , ... • •• , .·. xi'\' be the xi• s appearing in c in orde~ . from left to 
right. Then the following ~tatements are equivaient: 
,/ ..... 
-• .·· --- -------~-·--------------. ·-- . (1) c is basi.c. 
(2) c arises -in the process of bracketing s·ome ordinary ·wore,. • 
.. 
























- _ _. :-,.-. .;.._·.:·:.......-~~ .. -_L,:.- ·.:.~.· •• ':'~~.::.;,..·:: ___ '. ... ~~-~-:--..r.: :..c.....::.....:._-:. __ _ 
. 
ordinary Y-,vord x. x. • •.• xi under the bracketing process...___, ____ _. _____ _._ ___ : ___  
1 1 1 2 r 
- . - ,-~_--, . .-..,=--
·'""-- ·c 4 > . - - -·- ---- -------- --• . the of collecting some ordina .. ry vvard., ·· C arises in process 
- - -- --- -----------
----- -----
• - .1. ·- -
... '.· 
.. -- --
- ···--·:· -·· __ ,t;. _c -. -
~· -. ·-·-~· ' ' . 
,. 
' . 
-- .•. ..,-J 
(5) • • the of braclceting circular vi,ord • C arises in process some 
(6) -the process of bracketing som'e~ circular word ,ends in 
'·· 
a circle of identical com.mutators c. . ' - ) 
------------~~~,--""- ---~-·· ______________ ____..._ ____ ~-----"
-r--
., .. -f"1 
( 2) -i1npiies (l): Suppose c·arises in' bra~keting 
- some ordinary 'vvordo Vie must prove that c is basic. The 
proof ~s by induction on ,v(c). If' Yv( C) = 
.. 
l-~-· then c = x·. l 
4· '-·---
- ___ - ---------
----·- ------- --- --- - ---------------
·------
. ·-........ 
- - -- ~ 
--"--- :__ ___ . -- -
·· __ .. - - .,, .. 
. -...........__ 
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. . . . _,._ 
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- --···-· .. -_---- --~-~ ---
v-
•. -. ·c-,_,,,~_ ... --~ 
- . - ;. --... -
.. •·. - --.· .. ·- --·-···-·····-,<- ·- .. 
_· _-. :. ---·· -~- -
.... ·. .· 
.. 
~ - . ~ 
... -- . : . . :_ 
. . .. .::.---- - --- :-- - . .• . ----= . -:. . --
,.;.. -~,, ., . 
~ - ~-,---~-~,:'".-~..=c--· _ · _ __:..:__':'::.:_~·~, -· .-_, -, -<c~:c.·c "-;~. ~~~-:-'"-.- .·, .,, ____ ,' ~-'~---~--~" -;-~~, ,• . -~ :.c..c.,_~--,c--_ ,.,.:_:_: __ ,,~--:.~ __ ._ _ _:.,c·~--~---'·---·- __ ~:- ---·- -~--.-~:-·,.;.,., ,-'·,1::,. 0 - ~:•<-,-.,--,~-=-... ;_.c=-~~~.-.~----~:-·:~::___:_~·· ~~- ' __ _ 
~ 
• • • 
• • 
• I ' • 
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...... ..,.·- .... 
l ' ··-- -·- ' --~ -- .. - .. ,. -. .. . ·--"- . - . ·. .•· 
.•.. ,.· 





. -- -;--- - - ,-~ ' ..... 
,----- ~..:. ... -- - , 
·-·y ... 
- .: 
~ . . ... . - - ·-.. ~, 
-. 
. ... ,;. - .... 
----------·.-·----~-------------··--.-~--- -----;;- -- ... - - - 44 
-- -- ------- -
' -... 
.. -·- _, 
. ., 
-- •-
. '_· ... 
an.d c is basic. Let· v1( c)) 1 and v,rite c = (~,d) •.. By the 
-
ind:u .. ction l1;fJ)othes:L._s c _ ru1.c1 d are ba .. sic c ·-~ t1oreover c > d · 
.I 
. since C =(c 9 d) ml1.st have arisen. i11 bracketi1~g d. - Suppose 
c = (a,b) ~here b pd. Then c=((a,b),d) must have arisen 
. ' 
in braclreting_ d after· b had already been bracketed. . Hence \-
m> b, as desired. 
, . 
-. - \ 
• 
· (1) implies (3)-: ·Given· that c is basic,-· ,ve· must prove 
.-~ 
·_ -\, ... .._,_,·~·-"'-· ~, ) -
·"' 
that c ·is the result of brac_keti_p.g the ordinary y ..... ~ord -. ' - . _, ..., \ 
. ' 
·• ~---- .. " ' 
vVe ··shall p~ove mo_re: if> an. ordinar¥"' wo_rd 
--- ··--------,.-...--~----·- - ... ----.--
1,-·-r,,., contains a segment_x1.~ x1 .••• x 1. , 'then the process ot· 
' 1· 2 t 
• 
this ordinary word results"·in the segment 
'\ . 
... ··•\- ·' 
~ 
(j·1<• • 
• • ·---•-·.-~ .... ~--·--•---T•·-.- • --~·-----...---.-. .. --- -
x1. x1 .••• x1. being b~acketed as c (possibly within a i 2 r . · -. • J 
......... 
larger comn1utator). Tl1is is irnmediclte for vv(c) = 1. If 
--- w{c)>l let c~: (-c,d:k), k~l, w(c} =i, ~(d) = & so that 
• 
,. 





>- - ',_ ··~Y=i+k&, c not of th~' form-·(a,d). _ By the induction -




-,- -------- ------------ ----'--------- -- -- -- -
~, and each of the segments x. • •• x. \f xi •• • x1 .. · · ,. 
_____ ___ _ __ ___ 
_ 
1 Y+l - 1 Y+l > T+&+l T+2 l --
/ 









- - ----· -- 'I ---- ----- --· ·---- - -- -
bracketed as ·d.,·: 'liioreover •. •., x. · ••• x. aets 1 f 1 ~ -i+(k-l)o+l r . 
part {iii) of the definition of basic commutators sho,;vs that 
I-Ience· ··. 
·odd ••• d is_ b.rac-keted as c = ( ( ( c, d), d), ••• , d), - as desired. 
- ' 
'----'-----'- ~ ~· .--- __ .. ..:..... .-' 
. . ..s,r ...,,... .... -~~. ' ... 
V' ,• 
- -- --- ---- -- -----···--- -. --. -
~------
-~ 
r - . • ., 
... n 
. ~ ' .. . 
- . - -· --- .. ~- .... - . . 
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-......... 
"' .......... :,..;. ~: ! ; .. 
;..11, , 
. -
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The proof that (4) is equivalent to· (1) is similar -
) 
to vvhat Vie have 1J1~oved. The proof ·that (1), ( 5), and ( 6) 
are equivalent is similar to what we have p·roved • 
. ·.····-·· ;. 
,· ' 
4 END . OF P~OOF\ . · .... · 
Equ1 valene,e · ( 3) in ,this the·or.em sho.ws that a given 
J-.-~ .. . • .-
string xi xi ••• xi can be bracketed· in at· most one·-. vvay 
1 2 .· y 
so as to bec-ome a basic com.rnuta,tor. 
I 
t 
Hence if a· comn1u-
~ 
. . 
. - .. -,,.. .•. . .. ; ..:..._:....... - . ·- ·- . -- ·-· . 
ta.tor c is understood to be basic, we may denote c-
... : . ._•.:... ~ ·- r . . ,._·· . . 
., .. ' \ ' . '. 
.... . 
,. 
.unamb_iguou~ly · by: ·simply writing.- in or~er .· the Xi• s appearing 
., . 
. ... 
- . _. --- -·----,- .. ,·~--.-~ ·~ ...... --. - .- . -
' I 
.. 
in c f·:r.om left to right, say c = xi xi ••• xi • 
', · 1 2 Y 
For instance. 
we 'may writil the commutator (((y,x),y),(~-fy)), 
' . ' 
v,hich is 
. ' I bas·i·c in the natural ordering of comrnutators, as yxyzy. 
.. 
l 
The basic comn1uttJ .. tors on x and y ,rri th t·he natural ordering 
' I- • 
' .. . 
. ' . 
···----" 
- -- -- ' - . - - ··- yx, of conunutators are ... x, Y, yxxy,. . · _ 
·-- -· ---- . - ----------
--- ---------~~ -, 
--yxyy o, yxxyx, yxyyx, yxxxx, . yxxxy, yx~yy, yxyyy,. · .·-· 
.-....-.---
_YXYYJ\-:t:. , __ .. yxxxyx, yxxyyx_, · yxyyyx ,- · yxxxxx., yxxxxy, 
- ----
yxxxyy, yxxyyy, _ _yxyyyy, • • • • 
j 
.T .. 
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... ' 
f 
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. . Let 1'T be a positive intege1'l and let·-(be a divisor 
-;~ - · of N. By equi valence · ( 6) in Tl1.eorem Bl, tl1e braclceJGing 
. proces~ defines a one-to·-one correspondence. betvveen 
... 
basic commutcttors of weight Y and circ1.1la1~ i'J-\vords of 
46 
. . minirnal period ~. On the other hand, vie h~1ve discussed: a · 
. ,---~--··· . ... ... 
·:. _ ~- _ , one-to~Y cor1'"'espondence betv1een circular N-v,ords · of 
. 





minimal perio·d y and ordinary l'T-words·. Since there are ---·---·--------'---_: ~ ........... ,.r,.,._ 
-i: • •.• -
. ·' 
.. ---· # 
exactly'' rN oI'dinary N-words~-, we' have , rN' =. ' ' ~ y M-{Yl _ __._ . 
· ... ~ Y divides I~ · r _ 
'.. 
.-;· $ 
·- where lVIr(y) denotes the nurnber .. of ·basic com:::iuta .. tors of 
~-




,., • 7 ,I ' 
This ··is the first formula of \Vitt,. Here we have wri tt,en 
--- -- ----. ·-·- . 
... . f'(N) ,~ O if N is~ divisible by a' square 
- ---- - - --- -------
' . 
--- -----
- ----- ------ -
--- -
--- -- -
( -1) s- if l'r is the product of ·s distinct primes..---·----~-· -
- -·- ~ -· --.....--~------ -· ---------- --
-----------~~'----
-The v.reight in xi of a. com.rnutator c on x1 , x 2 ; ••• , xr 
_is given by vvi(xi) = 1, v,i(x} = 0 for i~ j, wi(c) = wi(a)+wjb) 
if c;., (~,b)~ Let 14(Y'1 , r2 , :••, Yr) denote the num~er of / - - --- ·-- --- ------- _,._'<_ -- -- ~ ' 
. . 
.. -~ 
.t, Vlri ting Y= 'Yi+~+._ .. +-r;., ...-...·· we see that there are exactly 
. 
._-· . - -.: . ' (~l/Y-11 Y2 l •• tfi.! -o~di~a,;y y -words· Con t8.ining e:x:ac tly 11 · - , 
- - --- -- .. . .. 
.. 
·, 
' ' . 
. . ' 
~'. 
.. :.. . ,;......._,...... 
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,. 
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., .,_... 
-• X. 1 S for 1 - 1, 2 r. An argumept similar .to t}l.e one , • • • 
' 
J. 
of the • parag-.caph • nreviou.s gives ... 
; \ 
- y t NM( 'Yl, Y2, • • ., 0 
-, 
Y1!~ t-' \Prl - T y 0 0 0 0 N divides each y. 1 ,, .. 
\ 
\ -.,._ 
Mobius • • • inversion • gives .; 
·,. 
\ 
M(Y1 , tr) 1 ~-N) 
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N di vi des · ( Y1/N) ea_ch i ....• 
• 1S the -second f ormu.la· of Witt. 
.(. 
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3. BASIS T~OREI1iTS 
·---~--- --· - ·-- . - \· ------ ---
r"' "'' •. ~ .. ,, .. -- ... 




The main application of ba.,sic com.1nutators is in 
basis theorems ?or various finitely generated free 
algebraic systems, nmnely rings, Lie rings, · and groups\., 
.. \_ :-~ We now dis-cus~ these- briefly • 
. · \\ 
\ ·-






In the fr·ee· (associative) -ring R ·on x 1 , 
I • 
\ 
. .. \ 
. . \ .. 
.. --- we d·efine. r:i.1!~ ~<linf1~1?,;~'!.r:~ by· ( ~, c) = de - cd 
•~' r~-
. .· \.; ·, .... -·, ...... i: 
• . -c,i 
and us·e the .. 
. . .. -..... 
,-.. ',r. '· ··. s·ame terminoio~J. (including the braclcetix1g process) as 
.. . . 
.... ,,,._:,,~ 
. .., _. ' .. ,~ 
. .' 
-·" ......... ~.
• - . • :--1"": - - "'C" I 
-... ... .. 
,,...-_.- -- . 
_ for --"group commutators. Let· RN denote the a~di tive subgroup ~ ,· 
' 
, ..-- --~ 
j,_· 
.. "~ ' 
.. , ........ ., 
•· -
of: R·~ generated· by the o·rdinary N-viords 
RN is the;free additive group on these 
. ,;: ., 
, . . ... 
. . .. 
. ~ x. x .••• xl, • 
-
1 1 1 2 1 N · ... _ ...
r, 
rN elements.-
~ ,---•,-7_c'.._~~--C-cc---- Eleinents of 'RN are said to be of' .£~:r:~~ N. The bracketing 
- ·- -· - ·----.-- ·- - -
proc~ss for ordinary wo:r.ds preserves degr_ee. 
... ' 
Theorem B2. The bas·ic N-strings on x1 , . .. x2 , ... ' 
.. 






' - --- _ ______...______ ---------
,. 
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r 
- . . ,ts· . --- ------- --·-.. 
----- - ------- -- --- ----- .---.---=----------·--------- -· ·------ - . ordinary N-vv-ords. ·. Consider· the process of bracketing 
·~ -------- __ !_ 
- ------ ·- ---~----------.-- -- -
-···-·- -- ·---
·ordinary N-v1ords .- .\Ve will -finish the proof by· showi~g 
. . . 
; for each j that the products in which c1 , c 2., .••• , c j 
·-; .. --··· ··-·--. .. . ,\. -.- -- .. 
' - . . . - . 
- -- --· --- 1". - ~-
. ..- - . .. . 
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where we have abbreviated di= (d,c:i). With s=l the 
. 
- ----------------- .·identity says merely de-= cd+."(d,c). _ To prove the 
- . 
·_identity by indt1cLion, m1J.ltiply rit on the right by c, 
- - . • .. ..... - ·_ • 0 
·\· \: - ~- _ ap-oly· tl1e rule d. c = a.. 1 .. , .. cd. , alld combine like te:cms. 
--. - 1 1~-- 1 
~--' ·_ .. _ .: ) Now to finish proving ti1e theorem, consider a :product , : , 
_ · - \ in· which c1 , _ c 2 , ••• , c j-l have been bracketed. To each -· 
. \ . ·. . ' . , 
,-Jc:~ . \~egme~t of f~e f~rm ~CC•.-~ C whei'e d ~-C :::. C ~, apply ~he . -. ~ \- ,:' ·· - .·i J 
.. -~~ .. _:. _ ·1dent,1 ty •. _ D1str1bu ..t1ng gives terms in which each occur~ - ._· -
·,. . " .. - ~ . 
. .. \ rence of c. has been bracketed and/or·moved ·closer to the· 
J 
~ -
· -~.-_....:..~,--·--· ··-·-:~. ·, ·-·left end of the product. Rej,eatfng this -aPP'lication of .. 
---
.......... 
. -··""'·_ .. 
_.,_ 
1;-. • --·-H ,·'f"''..._. 
- j ~- I 
,. --·· 
.. 
•,c • • 
--.-.·-·. . . \.. 
'-- . ·--· ··-·.•. 
· the identity ultimately gives an expressi-ori fo_r the 
· r-0~.~ginal product in which cl, 02' 
brackete·d. EIND OF PROOF • 
J 
... , c. have been J 
, CorollaJI'Y Blo Th~ basic commutators on x1 , x2 , 
of ,,eight N are add-i tively independent in R."' 
. . . ' x-r ... 
.· .. 
, ._ .... 
.. . .. 
• 1· 
. ' --·. 
-·-:-' 
r • 
See lv1. Hall Jr. (1950) for the basis theor.em for., ___ ---~--·-
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Proof~ We omit the details. The method of-nroof is to· 
.... 
, 
co11.s·tn1-ct a ce-rtctin homomo1~1Jhism of F into a mul ti~olicative 
subsystem of R/In· . Here R is a ring f'ormed by adjoining ---..:~~ ·------ ----- ... - . 
\\ _ - .~ iden·liiwty element to R, and IN is tl1e id.eal generated 
, . 
by the elements of degree :> l'T. Then Corollary B~ is 
·applicable. See- i1. Hall Jr. (1959, PP• 173-175). ~~ . · .. ·-~- -· .. 
' 
• \\'. . • . -0-'··-. ·'·- -
\. :- -:· --
-- . 
- . 
\ - . . END OF PROOF. ·' . . :.: ·~-· -- ,_._ .• .... ·-' 
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Theorem .B·3. · · Let c . , · ·c ;, , ••• , . c . be the basic .comm.u~ \ .. -- · 
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~?-tOf,s on x1 , ; 2 , ••• , xr of weight ~ N. Then any elelllent . 
•'. - - _,_ . ' _________ .. -----··- -
f ·of F can·,be Vlrit·ten uniquely mod F1\r 1 as f = c~lc~·2.· ••. c~t. !',+ J1 J2 ~ 
Propf. Theprem 3 a.nd equi valence ( 4) of Theorem Bl ·--give 
· such a renresentation for f. T.o- prov~ uniqueness, let 
~-·· · - e e - , .·: et - hl h2 ht , · f = c .1 c.2 ••• c~. == c. c .• ~ .c. be two such representa-
. - J 1 J 2 J t· ~ J 1 J 2 J t ~ ... - . . 
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